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Abstract
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a commonclinical problem which primarily
affects people aged over60. It is a weakening in the wall of the lower portion of the
abdominal aorta which can rupture with catastrophic consequences. Current treatment
methods of AAA include open surgical repair and endovascular aneurysm repair
(EVAR). EVARhasthe advantages of being less discomfort, shorter hospital stay and
faster recovery of the patients over conventional open surgical repair. However,this
approach suffers from problems such as stent-graft migration, endoleaks and stent
mechanism breakage, resulting in continued pressurisation of the aneurysm sac and
further enlargement andrupture of the aneurysm. Current surveillance techniques for
AAApatients undergone EVARare mainly used to monitor the change of aneurysm
diameter. They are invasive, costly and unable to measure bloodpressure in a repaired
aneurysm sac. Therefore, a less-invasive, inexpensive and moreeffective surveillance
technique needs to be developed.
A passive wireless pressure sensor has been designed in this research. It consists of a
planar spiral coil and a capacitor, connectedin series to form a resonant circuit. When
being placed in a time varying magnetic field, the sensor oscillates electrically at its
resonant frequency which is dependent upon the inductance and capacitance of the
components. Byactivating the sensor with magnetic field and monitoring it frequency
changesin response to pressure changes,pressure information can be acquired and the
needs of wire connection for power supply and data transmission can be eliminated.
Two different sensor structures were investigated in this research. Fabrication
processes of these two sensors employing microfabrication techniques were also
suggested.
In addition, this research explored the use of magnetoelastic material for pressure
sensing. A sensor array made of Metglas™ 2826MBwasfabricated and tested. The
characteristics of MEMS design process were specified and the comparison of the
features and design flows of three MEMSsoftware packages werecarried outin this
thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter briefly introduces two methods for abdominal aortic aneurysm
treatment and the motivation of developing an implantable, wireless pressure
sensor for the surveillance of abdominal aortic aneurysm patients who have
undergone endovascular aneurysm repair. Then the medical requirements for the
proposed sensor are specified and the challenges of developing such a sensor
system are discussed. Finally, the aim and objectives of this research and the
layout of this PhD thesis are presented.
1.1 Overview
The trend of miniaturisation driven by current therapeutic and diagnostic
procedures, which address the quality of patients care, has increased the demand
for miniature sensors for medical applications. Recently, considerable research
efforts have been focused on theinvestigation of innovative wireless medical
sensors, which are minimally invasive and can be implanted in the patient to
monitor physical and physiological parameters during normal life activities.
Wireless sensing systems are preferred for medical purposes because a wired
connection between the implanted sensor and the external detection device
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through the skin would result into a high risk of inflammatory response and
infection and cause pain and discomfort to the patient.
Since Collins first introduced a miniature pressure sensor for intra-ocular
pressure monitoring in 1967, a variety of implantable medical devices have been
developed for various biomedical applications [Collins, 1967]. Recent advances
in Micro-Electromechanical Systems (MEMS)and wireless sensing technologies
are providing new opportunities for high performance miniature sensors to be
mass fabricated. The development of passive implantable pressure sensors to
monitor cerebral ventricle pressure, intra-ocular pressure and intra-aneurysm
pressure wirelessly has been undertaken by various investigators [Yoon et al,
2004; Stangel, 2001; Ohki, 2004].
This thesis presents the design, modelling and simulation of a wireless pressure
sensor which hasthe potential for the monitoring of intra-aneurysm sac pressures
in the patients undergoing endovascular repair. The final sensor is based on an
inductor-capacitor (LC) resonantcircuit, formed by a capacitive pressure sensor
in series with an internal planar coil. The aneurysm sac pressure can be remotely
measured by monitoring the resonant frequency ofthe LC resonantcircuit due to
capacitance change causedby thesac pressure.
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1.2 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm and Treatment
1.2.1 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Aneurysm is the weakening part of an arterial wall which can causeit to bulge,
forming a localised dilatation. When the artery has dilated to twice its normal
diameter, it is considered to be an aneurysm. Oneof the most commonsites for
the development of an aneurysm is in the abdominalaorta, usually below the
kidneys. Figure 1.1 shows the positions of a normal aorta and an abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA). Once an aneurysm forms, it tends to grow progressively
and eventually rupture if it is not diagnosed and treated. The rupture of an
aneurysm is often fatal and the mortality rate is as high as 90% [Morris et al,
2004]. About 6,000 people die a year in England and Wales due to AAAruptures
[VascularWeb, 2007]. This disease affects primarily the adult male population
over 65 years with an incidence of 3-6% [Johnston, 1994; Bengtsonet al., 1992].
     Aorta with large
abdominal aneurysm
_ Normalaorta
®ADAM.
Figure 1.1 Aorta and abdominalaortic aneurysm [MedlinePlus, 2007].
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1.2.2. AAA Treatment
Normally AAA needs to be treated when it exceeds 5cm in diameter since the
risk of rupture becomeshigher than the operative risk [Harthunet al., 2004]. The
primary objective of AAA treatmentis to prevent the aneurysm from rupture by
isolating the aneurysm sac from aortic blood pressure. Current methods of
treatmentinclude open surgical repair and endovascular aneurysm repair.
1.2.2.1 Open Surgical Repair
Open surgical repair is the standard procedure for AAA treatment and has been
performed routinely for more than 50 years [Dubost, 1951]. In the procedure, a
large incision is made in the abdomenorside of the patient to directly visualise
the abdominal aorta. Then a fabric tube knownasan ‘aortic graft’ is sewn to the
aorta to replace the aneurysm, acting as a replacement blood vessel. Figure 1.2
showsa repaired aneurysm with an aortic graft inside its sac [UCSD,2007].
Aortic aneurysm repair
 
   
1Aortic aneurysm
Aortic graft ~
in place
Figure 1.2 Aortic graft and open surgical aneurysm repair [UCSD,2007].
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Opensurgical repair is a well-proven surgical procedure and remainsin the most
common treatment for AAA. However, this approach is a major surgical
procedure performed under general anaesthesia and requires stopping of the
blood flow through the aorta during the operation. Therefore, it is frequently
associated with complications and notall patients can tolerate it. Reports show
open AAArepair has an associated 30-day mortality of 4% and can be as high as
14% for high-risk patients [Blankensteijn et al., 2005; Prinssen et al., 2004;
Greenhalgh, 2004]. In addition, because large incisions are involved, patients
need lengthy hospital stay and recovery time [Rosenberg, 2005].
1.2.2.2 Endovascular Aneurysm Repair
Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) was first introduced in 1990 and has
gained widespread popularity as a minimally invasivealternative to open surgical
repair. During an EVAR,a small incisionis first cut in the femoral artery of the
patient. Then a catheter is inserted into the aneurysm sac through the incision.
Afterwardsa specially designed device known as a “stent-graft”, consisting of a
metallic stent skeleton and a thin fabric cover, is delivered accurately into the
aneurysm sac with the help of x-ray imaging. The graft is then expandedinside
the aorta and held in place with metallic hooks presented on the device rather
than sutures. The stent-graft seals off the aneurysm and provides a new path
through which the blood flows so that the pressure inside the aneurysm sac is
relieved and prevented from rupture [Nataraj, 2004; Filipovic et al., 2005].
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Figure 1.3 shows the displacement of a stent-graft inside an aneurysm sac
[WebBooks, 2007].
  
  
   
    
    
Blood flowsthroughstent graft
 
     
      
  
Endovascular
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Abdominal
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a b
Figure 1.3 The placement of an endovascular stent-graft. (a) catheterization and
stent-graft deployment; (b) blood flowing through stent-graft [WebBooks, 2007].
Compared with open surgical repair, EVAR is less invasive and patients need
shorter hospital stay and recoverfaster. Blood loss and need for blood transfusion
during the operation are also reduced.
1.2.3. Complication ofEVAR
EVARprovides an alternative for AAA patients, especially for patients with
significant co-existing medical conditions. However, this treatment approach
suffers from problems such as distal migration of stent-graft, which can occur
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when the hemodynamic forces exceedthe fixation force of the stent graft due to
blood pressure and blood flow, breakage of the metallic stent-graft and fabric
cover, and endoleak, which is the phenomenon whereby leakage of blood
betweenthe stent-graft and the aorta due to inadequate fixation [Carpenter et al.,
2001, Fisher et al., 2001, Resch et al., 1999]. These result in continued
pressurisation of the aneurysm sac and further enlargement and rupture ofthe
aneurysm. Therefore, patients who have undergone EVAR treatment need
lifetime post-operative follow-up to evaluate the stent-graft, aneurysm size and
the occlusion of vessels in the treatment area [Rozenblitetal., 2003].
1.2.4 Current Surveillance Techniques and Limitations
Currently, the main follow-up surveillance techniques for AAA patients who
have undergone EVAR are computerised tomographic (CT) scan and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) [Rozenblitet al., 1995; Thurnheret al, 2002; Wolfet al.,
2002]. These techniques are used to detect endoleaks as well as monitoring the
change if any of the aneurysm diameter. Normally, AAA patients need to have
CT scans or MRI twoorthree times a year. However, both of these techniques
havelimitations. As CT exposesthepatient to ionising radiation andutilises large
volumesof contrast agent, which carries a significant risk to allergic patients and
patients with impaired renal function, it cannot be repeated frequently. Further
more, this technique is not sensitive enough to detect all endoleaks. Schurink
reported the presence of increased aneurysm sac pressures even there were no
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visible endoleaks on CT exam [Schurink, 1998]. As for MRI, although it is
performed without ionising radiation or nephrotoxic contrast media, this
procedure is expensive and time consuming. In addition, it is a costly test that
requires highly trained staff and the accuracy ofthis test in detecting stent-graft
failure is not well-established [Ohkiet al., 2004].
1.2.5 Pressure Monitoring in AAA
The primary goal of AAAtreatmentis to decrease the aneurysm sac pressure in
order to prevent it from rupturing. Both CT and MR angiography are unable to
detect blood pressure in an aneurysm sac. Studies demonstrated decreased
pressures had been observed in successful excluded aneurysms [Sonessonet al.,
2003]. Therefore, it has been speculated that direct measurement of pressure
within an excluded aneurysm sac may be the best determinant of a successful
repair [Diaset al., 2004]. Previously, in order to acquire the pressure information
inside an aneurysm sac, the only way was with direct puncture, which is quite
invasive, cumbersome and may cause infection of the aneurysm. Recent
advances in remote pressure sensing technology has madeit possible to develop
an implantable, non-invasive device to take the measurement even at home,
without any special preparation and exposing the patient to radiation.
1.3 Medical Requirements for the Proposed Sensor
From a clinical perspective, the proposed wireless pressure sensor should satisfy
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the following requirements.
1.3.1 Biocompatibility
The sensor must be compatible to allow long-term implantation. Thereare strict
regulations to ensure the biocompatibility of medical implants, enforced by
government organisations such as the Medical Device Agency (MDA)in the UK.
Biocompatibility of an implantable wireless sensor should be exhibited from two
aspects.
First, the sensor should be biocompatible during the whole life of implantation
whenit is not in operation. The proposed sensor is expected to remain in the
patient for a long period,ideally,the rest oflife. Therefore, it must not cause any
damage to the body such as inflammation or clots. Also the sensoritself should
survive inside the body, which means it should not be affected by the
environment in which it is immersed. By choosing appropriate biocompatible
sensor material or by coating the sensor with biocompatible material, the sensor
long-term compatibility can be achieved. An alternative way is to use
encapsulation techniques to separate the sensor from the tissue or liquid it is
surroundedby.
Another consideration for sensor biocompatibility is the effect of the signals
applied to and generated by the sensor on the tissues in the vicinity of the sensor.
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When the sensor receives power or instruction from outside and transmits
measured data to an external detection system, it should not disturb normal
activities or cause any health hazards to the patient. For example, if the
implantable sensor is chosen as an inductor-capacitor resonant type (discussed in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 5), the operational frequency of the sensor should be
carefully selected in order to avoid problems suchastissue warming or activation
of nervoustissue.
1.3.2 Deliverability
The delivery of the proposed pressure sensor should follow two principles: the
delivery process should be as simple as possible and should not prolong much of
the endovascular procedure; the sensor should be delivered to an appropriate
position inside the aneurysm sac so that it can provide a reliable measurement
whichrepresents the actual blood pressure inside the aneurysm.
Two approaches can be employed to deliver the proposed sensor. One isto fix
the sensor onto the outside lumenof the stent-graft and have it delivered at the
same time as the stent-graft deployment. Another approach is to deliver it
immediately after the endovascular procedure. Figure 1.4 suggests a possible
delivery method in which a guide wire is used to assist the positioning of the
implantable pressure sensor onto the outside lumenofthe stent-graft. Approach
one is compatible with the present endovascular treatment method and does not
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need additional delivery procedure. A drawbackis that it is difficult to adjust its
position when it is necessary. The second approach will inevitably delay the
endovascular procedure and a special designed delivery system is needed.
However, adjusting the position of the sensor would be mucheasier.
   
    
 
Stent-graft
Implanted
Sensor
Guide wire
Figure 1.4 The delivery of an implantable pressure sensor using a guide wire.
1.3.3. Miniaturisation
The sensor needs to be miniaturised to minimise the interference with medical
procedures and the normalactivities of the patient. As discussed in Section 1.3.2,
the sensor should be placed inside the aneurysm sac but outside the lumen of the
stent-graft. Normally, only an AAA larger than 50mm in diameter needs
treatment. A stent-graft is available from about 22 to 36mm in diameter.
Therefore, the width of the pressure sensor can be chosento be larger than 10mm.
However, because the sensoris placed in position through a femoral artery of the
11
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patient, the maximum width of the sensor must be less than the diameter of the
femoral artery through which the device is delivered. From clinical advice (Dr.
Thien How, from Department of Clinical Engineering, University of Liverpool
and Dr. Derek Gould, from Department of Interventional Radiology, Royal
Liverpool University Hospital) and taking into account the actual size of a
squeezed stent-graft during its delivery process, the maximum width and length
of the sensor were determined to be less than 6mm and 10mm,respectively.
1.3.4 Sterilisability
The sensor will need to endure at least one of the existing standardsterilisation
methods to protect the patient. Commonsterilisation techniques include wetheat,
dry heat, ethylene oxide and irradiation. However, the chosen sterilisation
method will restrict the materials and construction techniques that can be used in
the device. For instance, dry heat sterilisation is not generally regarded as a
suitable method for polymers because of the low thermal transmission properties.
In addition, most polymers will degrade during prolonged dryheatsterilisation or
after exposure to gammaradiation.
1.3.5 Pressure Measurement Range
The sensor mustbe able to measure the bloodpressureofthe patient. The normal
blood pressure is 120mmHg(systolic) /80mmHg (diastolic) [Vaughn, 2007].
High blood pressure is defined as 140/90mmHg.For patients suffering from
12
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hypertension, this can be as high as 210/120mmHg. Some may even reach
250mmHg systolic pressure. Considering safety factor and some special
occasions such as diving, the sensor should measure pressure range from 0 to
350mmHgrelative to atmospheric pressure.
1.3.6 Other Requirements
In order to achieve long-term implantation with high performance, the pressure
sensor to be developed also needs to exhibit the following characteristics:
@ Ability for real-time, continuous monitoring;
@ Ability to frequently repeat measurements;
@ Long-term stability and accuracy;
© Robust wireless data communications with external interrogating/receiving
system;
@ Minimal interference with other medical devices.
1.4 Research Challenge with Power Supply
Although there are many challenges for developing such a sensing system which
exhibits the above characteristics, the major problem remains the power supply
requirement. An implanted sensor requires some form of energy to operate. This
energy is used for operating the sensor, processing the information and data
communication.
13
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There are three possible options to supply powerto the implanted unit. Thefirst
one is to use wires to connect the sensor with an external power source and
signal recording device. However, this approach would not be acceptable for
long-term monitoring as there is high risk of infection at the site where the wires
pass throughthe skin. It is therefore important that the whole sensor system is
entirely implanted in the aneurysm sac.
The second option is to integrate a power supply to the sensor, such as a battery.
For medical applications, an implanted sensor is expected to remain in operation
for several years, ideally, the whole life of the patient. However, because of the
small overall physical size of the pressure sensor, no existing technology can be
employed to develop such a small battery to operate for a sufficiently long period
inside the body. Furthermore,it is impractical to replace the battery because of
the restriction of medical procedures and the associated risks. The feasibility of
using battery for the power supply will be discussed in detail in Chapter2.
The third option for power supply is an external wireless power source. However,
the small physical size and the absence of wires have narrowedthe options for an
efficient and sufficient wireless power supply. Wireless power supply techniques
for a medical implant will be reviewed in Chapter 2.
Anotherconstraint with regard to power supply in implanted medical sensors is
14
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the dissipated heat from using the power. The sensor needs to consume energy as
low as possible to avoid generating excessive heat to damage the tissue
surroundingthe sensor.
1.5 Research Aim and Objectives
The overall aim of this research project was to design a wireless pressure sensor
which can be used for the continuous measurement of aneurysm sac pressure
variations after an EVAR as well as wireless information transmission. The
research had two major objectives:
e To design, model and simulate an implantable, non-invasive wireless pressure
sensor element for long-term monitoring ofpatients;
e To analyse the sensor performance based on the designed model.
1.6 Layoutof the Thesis
The thesis consists of seven chapters:
Chapter 1 introduces current treatment methods for abdominal aortic aneurysm
andthe desire to develop a wireless pressure sensor for pressure monitoring after
an endovascular aneurysm repair. Then the feasibility and requirement for
developing such a sensoris specified.
Chapter 2 presentsa literature review on wireless power supply and wireless data
communication techniques in a medical implant system. Three types of wireless
15
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pressure sensors based on different principles, including inductor-capacitor
resonantcircuit, magnetostrictive effect and surface acoustic wave, are reviewed.
At the end of this chapter, Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS)andits
future market are briefly introduced. Some commonly used micro-fabrication
techniques are reviewed.
Chapter 3 explains the working principle of magnetoelastic sensors. A pressure
sensor array was developed andtested.
Chapter 4 introduces the features of MEMS design process and three leading
software packages for MEMSproducts modelling and simulation: CoventorWare,
IntelliSuite and MEMSPro.
Chapter 5 deals with the design and modelling of the wireless pressure sensor
employing inductor-capacitor (LC) resonant frequency technology. Design
considerationsofthe coil and the capacitor are presented.
Chapter 6 suggests the fabrication process of the LC resonant frequency type
pressure sensor. These includecoil and capacitor fabrication processes as well as
final bonding process. Two experiments were performedto verify the feasibility
of the sensor detection.
16
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recommendationsfor future work.
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limitations and gives
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter surveysliterature on wireless power supply and data communication
techniques. Three types of wireless pressure sensors based on different
technologies are described including inductor-capacitor resonant, passive surface
acoustic wave, and magnetoelastic thick-film pressure sensors. In addition,
MEMSand its future market, as well as some micro-fabrication techniquesare
briefly introducedat the end ofthis chapter.
2.1 Wireless Power Supply Methods
A medical implant needs power in order to perform its functions. For the
proposed sensor, the power is used to detect the aneurysm pressure and to
transmit the measured data to the outside world. A cable connection between a
medical implant and an external measurement system is not advisable because of
the risk of infection at the site where the cable passes through the skin. However,
wireless power supply is a major challenge for any implantable medical device.
The employmentof an active transponder system which contains a power supply
such as batteries has the limitation of lifetime issue of the implant, especially
whenthe implant is required to be of small size to suit medical procedures. An
22
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example is a sensor in the eye to detect intraocular pressure. The maximum
allowable physical size for this sensor is approximately 4mm*4mm.It would be
impractical to integrate a battery into the sensor by employing existing
technologies.
The provision of power for medical implants can be divided into two categories.
Oneis that the required power is generated by the implant itself. The movement
of the body or the mechanical vibration of the body part where the implantis to
be embedded can be used to generate the required power. Several researchers
have reported the generation of powerutilising kinetic energy from movement
[Williams, 1996; Meninger, 2001; Sterken, 2002]. Another method is that the
poweris delivered from outside wirelessly. Magnetic fields and optical sources
are the two common methods for remote power delivery [Suzuki, 1999;
Sakakibara, 2001; Lam, 2003].
Ijntema described seven techniques which have the potential to generate power
for an implantable eye pressure sensor. These techniques are shown in Figure 2.1
[Ijntema, 1992]. The first method is to utilise the vibrations of the eye called
tremors to generate electrical energy. These vibrations have a frequency of about
80Hz and amplitude of 1-2um. As shown in Figure 2.1.1, a membrane with a
fixed positive charge is placed parallel near an electrode with a fixed negative
charge. The membranevibrates due to the eye tremors. This vibration generates a
23
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Figure 2.1 Possible powersources for an implantable
eye pressure regulator[Ijntema, 1992].
current and a voltage, which can be accumulated in a capacitor in the form of
electrical energy. The second approach also employs the vibrations of the eye.
However, as shown in Figure 2.1.2, a thin layer of piezoelectric material is used
to transform this mechanical energy (vibration) into an electrical energy. In
Figure 2.1.4, the energy transfer is accomplished by means of two coupled coils.
Figure 2.1.5 shows that mechanical power can becordlessly generated through
torsion produced by a magnet in a magnetic field. The employment of
photodiode to transform thelight energy into electrical energy is shown in Figure
2.1.6. In Figure 2.1.7, mechanical poweris produced bypressing a button in the
eye with a finger to close or open a valve in the eye pressure regulator.
Acquiring power from a light source needs optically transparent environment
which is not available in the case of AAA as the proposed pressure sensoris
24
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embedded deep inside the body. The energy generated from motionstill needs to
be transferred wirelessly into the body. It is also unclear whether the other
techniques described above can reliably generate the amounts of energy required.
Other references also suggested the use of infrared (IR) signal or fuel cells
powered by one ofthe biological energy metabolism cycles [Unoet. al, 1997;
Lam, 2003; Lam, 2006]. However, IR is also boundby line of sight; that is, the
receiver must be visible to the transmitter. Biochemical fuel cells would be an
ideal power source for a device implanted within a biological organism, but this
technique remainsa long-term goalandis not a practical alternative for medical
implants at present. Therefore, wireless power delivery through magnetic fields
offers the mostattractive solution for our AAA pressure sensorunit.
2.2 Wireless Pressure Sensing Techniques
Pressure sensor generally relies on the measurement of the deflection of a
flexible diaphragm when subjected to pressure. The deflection of the diaphragm
which is related to the applied pressure can be determined directly using
capacitive or optical approaches [Akar, 2001; Atkins, 1995]; or indirectly using
piezoresistive or resonant techniques to measure the change of resistance or
frequency caused by the displacement [Sondergard, 1996; Eklund, 2000].
However, as described in the previous chapter, implantable wireless pressure
sensors impose additional requirements for energy supply and signal processing,
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which emphasize the needsfor the elimination of a physical connection to power
source and data acquisition equipment.
The survey of literature showsthat three different technologies can be employed
for the development of the implantable pressure sensor. They are
inductor-capacitor (LC) resonant, passive surface acoustic wave (SAW), and
thick-film magnetoelastic pressure sensing technologies [Dehennis, 2005;
Clasbrummel, 2004; Grimes, 1999]. The operational principles of these
technologies and suggested sensorstructures will be presented in the following
sections. Because this research is focused mainly on LC pressure sensors, more
details of this technique will be presented in terms of the sensorstructures from
previous researchers.
2.2.1. Inductor-Capacitor Resonant Pressure Sensor
Inductor-capacitor (LC) resonant pressure sensors have been suggested by a
numberof researchers for miniature and long-term implant systems [Rosengren,
1994; Stangel et al., 2001]. The main advantage of LC resonantsensoris its high
resolution. Pressure sensitivity as high as 120kHz/mmHg was reported in
literature [Akar, 2001]. Other advantages include low temperature sensitivity,
simplicity in structure and wide pressure measurementrange.
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Inductively coupled coils are the critical components in a wireless LC resonant
pressure sensing system. Wireless energy transferring in inductively coupled
coils is accomplished by means of the mutual inductance between thesecoils.
Figure 2.2 showsthe principle of inductive coupling. When an AC current flow
through the primary coil, it generates a magnetic field. The magnetic field
induces a current in the secondary coil and can be used to operate a connected
implant.
Primary ceil Secandary coil
NaeSere   
magneticfield
Figure 2.2 Energy transfer in RF Inductively coupled coils.
2.2.1.1 The Principle of Operation
An LC resonant sensor consists of a capacitor connected in parallel with an
inductor as shown in Figure 2.3. It oscillates electrically at its resonant frequency
which is dependent upon the capacitance and inductance of the components. The
characteristic resonant frequency of an LC circuit is given by the following
equation [Akar, 2001]:
ak otis (2.1)I-77 ie
where L is the inductance ofthe coil and C is the capacitance of the capacitor.
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The resonant frequency of an LC resonantpressure sensor varies because of the
change of capacitance ofthe capacitor. This capacitive change could be a result
of changesin dielectric properties or geometric changes, which result from the
changing pressure. By remotely sensing this resonant frequency, this pressure
information can be determined.
L ee
 
Figure 2.3 An LC resonantcircuit.
2.2.1.2 Different Structures of LC Medical Pressure Sensor
The first implantable medical sensor based on LC resonant principle was
suggested by Colins [Colins, 1967]. It was intended for implantation in the eye.
However, the long-term stability of this sensor was poor [Van Schuylenbergh,
1996].
Rosengren and colleagues described an implantable sensor for intraocular
pressure measurement [Rosengren, 1992]. The sensor structure and its resonant
frequency response are shown in Figure 2.4. It consists of a micro-fabricated
pressure-sensitive capacitor, which is formed by two silicon wafers, and a small
hand-wound coil. One of the wafers is covered with 1.0m thick SiOz as an
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insulating layer. The diameter of the coil is 4mm and it has 10 turns whichis
fabricated using a 5Oum diameter gold wire insulated with silicon rubber. The
gap between two electrodes is 10um. The sensor was designed to measure
pressure range of 0-250mmHg.
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Figure 2.4 Anintraocular pressure sensor and resonant
frequency response [Rosengren, 1992].
Rosengren stressed that the purpose of the research was to demonstrate the
feasibility of this particular sensor structure in termsof the overall performance.
Several achievements have been made including sensor long-term stability and
high linearity. The problem of creep and different thermal expansion is also
avoided as a result of using the same material for the entire sensor structure.
However, this prototype suffers from a high stray capacitance whichresulted in
poorly controlled pressure sensitivity. This is due to the thin SiO, layer between
the twoelectrodes. The quality factor Q (see page 121, §5.3.1.2) of the sensor is
only 5.5, owing to the high series resistance contributed by the support wafer.
The low Q value makes it difficult to detect the resonant frequency which
restricts its practical use. Another problem is the low pressure sensitivity which
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results from therelatively large gap between the two electrodesofthe capacitor.
In order to solve these problems, Rosengren later optimised the design by
increasingtheresistivity of the top silicon wafer and decreasing theresistivity of
the pressure sensing diaphragm [Rosengren, 1994]. It was aimed to have the
overall impedance dominated by the capacitance of the air gap between the
diaphragm and the bottom wafer. A significant improvement was achieved in
terms of the sensor quality factor (Q>100) according to his report.
Akar developed a wireless capacitive pressure sensor for implantable medical
applications [Akar, 2001]. Figure 2.5 shows the structure and the electrical
equivalent circuit of this sensor.
maaSUL
Fixed Capacitor Plate
Electroplated Coil Glass Substrate
(a)
 
Pressure Sensitive Capacitor   te £ ha
 
 Metalpla’ Tite
Planar Inductor (b) Glass Recess
Figure 2.5 Schematic of a wireless pressure sensor. (a) Sensor structure;
(b) cross-sectional view andits electrical equivalentcircuit [Akar, 2001].
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The complete sensor measures 2.6mm*1.6mm in size and incorporates a 24-turns
gold-electroplated coil that has a measured inductance of 1.2uH.It consists of a
boron-doped silicon diaphragm and a glass substrate connected together by
anodic bonding. The diaphragm has a thickness of 64m and is suspended over
the glass by two anchors. It is electrically conductive and acts as the upper
electrode of the capacitor. The glass substrate is etched to form the pressure
reference cavity. An adhesive layer followed by a gold layer are deposited and
patterned to form the planar coil and the lower electrode. The gap between the
two electrodes is only 2um in order to obtain high sensor pressure sensitivity.
The sensor was designed to measure the pressure range of 0-SOmmHg. The
expected corresponding resonant frequency responses were 103-95MHz with a
pressure sensitivity of 160kHz/mmHg. The actually measured values were
76-70MHz andthe pressure sensitivity was 120kHz/mmHg.
The major advantage ofthis sensor configuration is that the capacitor and the coil
are integrated on the same chip. There is no need for lead transferring from the
cavity to outside. Therefore, batch fabrication of the sensor can be realised at the
wafer level. Another advantageis that the sensor does not need a special package
because the sensoris self-hermetically sealed.
Puers described an intraocular pressure sensor with the similar structure as
Akar’s design (Figure 2.6) [Puers, 2000]. The overall size of the sensor is
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4mmx4mmx0.7mm. It consists of two silicon wafers which are coated and
patterned with copper to form the inductor componentas well as the capacitor
component of an LC circuit. The pressure-sensitive diaphragm is etched with a
boss in the centre to increase the linearity of pressure response.
Diaphragm with mesa Top Siwafer Pressure sensitive
 
Bottom Si wafer Inner coil contact
 
Figure 2.6 A passive LC resonantpressure sensor [Puers, 2000].
The advantageof this structure is that the sensor can be fabricated in a compact
size with high quality factor. However, one problem is that the inductanceofthe
coils does not remain constant and changes with increasing pressure. Therefore,
the resonant frequency shift of the sensor is not only the result of capacitive
changes butalso the result of inductive changes. In order to make the sensor of
practical use, the capacitance change of the capacitor due to pressure change
needs to be designed to dominate the performanceofthe sensor.
Fonseca reported two types of flexible pressure sensors which were intended for
acute and chronic use in AAApressure wireless measurement [Fonseca, 2006].
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The purpose of making the structure flexible is to be able to roll or fold the
sensor into a compact shape as required by the catheter-based delivery process.
Figure 2.7 shows the delivery system and the rolled and unrolled shapes of the
sensorfor the delivery.
Sensor Tether
System
  
        
Delivery Catheter r
~~ Deployment Clip
Assurance
Pressure
Sensor ;
leaig ton ~~ 14F Delivery Sheath
(a) Rolled Sensor
Unrolled
Sensor  aM oe
Figure 2.7 Sensor delivery system. (a) Schematic of delivery system; (b) sensor
on tether; (c) sensorrolled up into sheath prior to implantation [Fonseca, 2006].
The sensor structure designed for acute use is shown in Figure 2.8. It was
fabricated from laminated sheets of copper-clad Liquid Crystal Polymer (LCP)
and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-based inner bonding layer. The
diameter of the sensor is about 8mm. Two spiral planar coils were fabricated
from the copper-clad LCPlayers through standard lithography and wet-chemical
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etching process. Each coil has 12 turns with a line width of 60um,line thickness
of 18um, and line spacing of 80um. After cutting with laser, the PTFE inner
bonding layer was assembled and laminated with the two LCP layers to form the
pressure sensor.
 
  LEP Cu Clad
Figure 2.8 Sensorlay up for acute use. (a) Cross-sectional view and
(b) perspective view of the LCP sensor design [Fonseca, 2006].
The sensor designed for chronic use has the same physical dimensions as the
LCP based sensor. However, the sensor structure and material are different. It
was fabricated from PTFE layers and Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP)
copolymer inner adhesive layer (Figure 2.9). A ceramic chamber was used to
house the hermetic pressure reference. It was fabricated through the use of
sintered layers of zirconia ceramic powders. The gap between the two electrodes
is 38um.
The feature of being flexible makes it possible to realise a larger sensor size so
that the readable distance can be increased. Another advantage is that a larger
capacitance of the capacitor can be achieved. Therefore, the overall performance
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of the sensor can be dominatedbythe capacitance of the capacitor rather than the
parasitic capacitance of the coil. This approach results in a self-packaged
structure in which only a polymerouter surface is exposed to the environment.
FEP bond Film Solder Cu on Chamber
 
  
 
Figure 2.9 Sensorlay up for chronic use: (a) Cross-sectional view; (b)
perspective view for the PTFE/Ceramic chambersensor design [Fonseca, 2006].
However, the pressure sensitivities of these two sensorsare relatively low. The
linear pressure sensitivities for LCP-based sensor and PTFE-based sensor were
found to be between 1 to 20kHz/mmHgand 0.5 to 1.5kHz/mmHgrespectively.
This is due to the large gap between the electrodes of the capacitors. The
LCP-based sensor has the problem of drift and is not suitable for long-term
implantation. The sensor for chronic use has higher Q value but lower pressure
sensitivity than the sensor intended for acute use, resulting from the increased
modulusofthe ceramic layer of the pressure sensitive diaphragm.
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From literature survey, it shows that the LC resonantcircuit is the most common
method suggested for wireless pressure sensing inside the human body. One
reasonforthis is becauseofits relatively simpler structures comparing with other
feasible wireless pressuring sensing technologies. This unique feature makesit
more suitable for medical implantation purpose than other technologies.
2.2.2 Passive Surface Acoustic Wave Pressure Sensor
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices were first used in radar and
communication equipmentas filters and delay lines [Lewis, 2005]. They have
gained widespread popularity in the sensor community over the past 30 years.
Sensors for measuring physical, chemical, or biological quantities have been
suggested in the literature. Recently, significant progress has been made in
passive wireless SAW sensor technology. Innovative passive sensors for the
measurement of torque, force, acceleration, humidity, displacement, vibration
and acceleration have been developed [Reindl, 2004; Scholl, 1998; Scherr, 1996;
Seifert, 1994; Wolff, 1996; Pohl, 1997].
2.2.2.1 Passive SAW Sensors Operation Principle
SAWis a special sound wave that propagatesalongthe surface ofanelastic solid.
SAW devices usually consist of a polished piezoelectric substrate (e.g., quartz)
with metallic structures such as inter-digital transducers (IDTs) and reflectors
built on its surface [Pohl, 1998]. The operating principle of a passive SAW
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sensor is shown in Figure 2.10.
RF read-
Transceiver out signal Antenna  
  
ReflectorsLa [MySAW
 
 
%_ :Piezoelectric Crystal
Figure 2.10 Passive SAW sensingprinciple [Reindl, 2004].
When a RF readout signal is transmitted from a local radar transceiver, it is
partially received by the antenna of the passive SAW sensor. Due to the
piezoelectric effect, the IDT, which is connected to the antenna, transforms the
received RF signal into a SAW. The SAW propagates along the elastic solid
surface andis partially reflected back to the IDT bythe reflectors placed in the
acoustic path. The reflected waves are reconverted into a RF output signalat the
IDT because of inverse piezoelectric effect. This RF signal is received by the
same transceiver andis analysed [Reindl, 2004].
The wavelength of the SAW is determined by the spacing of the fingers of the
IDT, while the propagation speed is determined by the substrate orientation.
Whenphysical quantities acting on the piezoelectric substrate varies, the velocity
of the SAW is affected by this variation. By measuring the time from the
interrogation signal to the response or the time between two or morereflected
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signals, this physical quantity can be determined.
2.2.2.2 Passive SAW Pressure Sensor Structures
Passive SAW pressure sensors rely on the detection of variations of the SAW
propagation velocity caused by pressure. Therefore, most sensing elements are
combined on pressure sensitive diaphragms. Scholl and his colleagues developed
a passive SAW pressure sensor which is shown in Figure 2.11 [Scholl, 1998].
The diaphragm of the sensor is made of quartz with 10 reflectors on it as the
reflective delay lines. The quartz diaphragm is attached to a quartz coverplate
using epoxy adhesive to form sealed cavity for a reference pressure. The reason
to choose a quartz cover-plate is to minimise thermal stress so as to reduce the
sensor temperature sensitivity.
oS
  
 
  
  
  adhesive_-~ Closed cavity with
cover-plate~ reference pressure
Figure 2.11 Schematic drawing of a SAW pressure sensor[Scholl, 2001].
Buff designed a system using the differential frequency out from two SAW
resonators for remote temperature and pressure measurement[Buffet al., 1998].
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The two SAW resonators are mounted on a 35° Y cut quartz diaphragm with
different SAW propagation directions (Figure 2.12). The two resonators are
designed with different resonant frequencies and have a differential frequency of
970 kHz at 0 bar pressure. The use of a dual SAW resonator configurationis to
achieve a higher sensitivity and accuracy. An improvement in the system
accuracy of 51.5 dB wasreported by Buff.
 
 
   
 
  
SAANRVSS tft tt
Figure 2.12 A SAW temperature/pressure sensor[Buff, 1998].
  
2.2.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Passive SAW Sensors
SAW devices have played a key role in consumerelectronics such as TV sets or
mobile phones. They havealso beenin practical use for wireless radio frequency
identification (RFID) systemsfor nearly twenty years [Bulst, 2001]. This success
is due to their high performance, small size, and good reproducibility.
Passive SAW devices are very compact. This is because SAW can perform signal
processing in a physically compressed space. Brocato compared the wavelengths
of a RF wave and a SAW with the same frequencytravelling through free space
and a piezoelectric substrate respectively [Brocato, 2006]. A 3 GHz RF wave
propagating in free space has a wavelength of 10cm, while a 3 GHz SAW
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propagatingin lithiumniobate (LiNbO3) has a wavelength of only 1.16x10* cm.
Therefore, signal processing can be performed efficiently in a very small space in
SAW devices. Another advantage of passive SAW sensors compared to
conventional telemetry devicesis the large readout distance. Distance of several
meters had beenreported even through non-metallic housings [Scholl, 1998]. In
addition, SAW sensors exhibit high stability. This is because they are fabricated
on highly stable single crystals, which are robust and show a very slow ageing
rate. Passive SAW sensors can be operated in a noisy and harsh environment.
These features make them extremely suitable for implantation purposes in
medical applications. Researchers in Imperial College and Oxford Brookes
University suggested the use of SAW technology for developing an implantable
pressure sensor to monitor the AAAsac pressure [Franklin, 2005].
However, passive SAW sensors are not widely used nowadays and their
application is restricted to special fields. The main reason is that the SAW
propagation path can beaffected by a variety of environmental parameters which
has been described in the previous section. This means that unwanted
environmental variables haveto be separated from the parameter to be measured,
whichis often difficult.
2.2.3. Magnetoelastic Thick-film Pressure Sensor
Some materials change their physical dimensions when subjected to a magnetic
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field. This phenomenon is known as magnetostrictive effect. Conversely, a
physical deformation of the material will produce a change of magnetisation in
the material, namely inverse magnetostrictive effect [Karl, 2000]. Common
magnetostrictive materials used for sensing are iron-rich amorphousalloys such
as FeggNiz3gsMo4Big and Feg;By3.5Si3sC2. These materials have a high
magnetoelastic coupling coefficient, as high as 0.98, which allowsefficient
conversion between magnetic andelastic energies and vice versa [Grimes, 2002].
Magnetoelastic thick-film sensors have attracted the attention of the sensor
community during the last decade. Sensors for the measurement of multiple
environmental parameters including temperature, pressure, humidity, liquid
viscosity and density have been developed [Jain, 2000; Kouzoudis, 2000; Grimes,
2002].
2.2.3.1 Operation Principle
Magnetoelastic sensors are usually madeof thin, ribbon-like strips of materials.
They mechanically vibrate when placed in a time varying alternating current
magnetic field. The characteristic resonant frequency of the vibration fp is given
by the following equation [Jain et al., 2001]:
1 E
~ 2L\ p—v?) —to
where L is the length of the sensor strip; is the density of the sensor
material; is the Poisson’s ratio and E is Young’s modulus of the material. The
resonant frequency of a magnetoelastic pressure sensor varies with the change of
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its surrounding pressure and the change of frequency can be detected.
2.2.3.2 Detection Methods
The detection of the resonant frequency change of a magnetoelastic sensor can be
achieved through different methods. Grimes suggested three approachesto track
the resonant frequency shift of a magnetoelastic sensor [Grimes, 2002]. Figure
2.13 shows these approaches of wireless detection. The first approach is to
measure the magnetic flux emitted from the sensor. When a magnetoelastic
sensor mechanically vibrates in a time varying magnetic field, it emits a time
varying magnetic flux because of inverse magnetostrictive effect. This magnetic
flux can be detected with a pick-up coil. The second method is to monitor the
sound wavegenerated by the sensor during vibration with a microphonein air or
a hydrophone in liquid. Another method of detection is to employ a
phototransistor to detect the intensity change of a laser beam whichis reflected
from the sensor surface. However, as the proposed sensor will be embedded deep
in the body, the last two detection methods are impractical in this case.
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Figure 2.13 Wireless detection methods of magnetoelastic sensor [Grimes, 2002].
2.2.3.3 Pressure Sensor Structures
Grimes developed a magnetoelastic sensor array for simultaneous measurement
of temperature, pressure and fluid flow velocity which is shown in Figure 2.14
[Grimes, 2002]. The sensorconsists of four sensor elements mounted ona tube at
its support tabs. Two of them were made of Metglas'™ 2826MB,a commercially
available iron-rich alloy, and another two elements were made of Metglas™
2605SC. The sensorsare of slightly different lengths so that their characteristic
resonant frequencies do not overlap. For each alloy, one sensor is flat and the
other one is curved. The reason for making this configuration is that a flat sensor
is insensitive to pressure changes. Therefore, the effect of pressure change can be
excluded when measuring other parameters of interests.
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Figure 2.14 A magnetoelastic sensor array [Grimes, 2002].
2.3 Commercial AAA Wireless Pressure Sensors
Currently there are two different types of wireless sensors commercially
available for the monitoring of the pressure inside an endovascular-repaired AAA
sac. These two sensorsuse different principles to measure the sac pressure and to
transmit the measured data to a detection device which is placed adjacent to the
patient. The following section briefly introduces these two products as well as
comparing their benefits and drawbacks.
2.3.1 ImPressure
ImPressureTM (Remon Medical Technologies) is the first implantable wireless
sensor used for AAA pressure monitoring. It measures 3mm x 9mm x 1.5mm in
size. This sensor consists of a piezoelectric membrane and twoelectrodes which
are connected to the membraneto form a capacitor. The piezoelectric membrane
can convert ultrasound waves into current for the sensor power supply. It also
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senses ambient pressure and generates an ultrasound signal which can be
detected by a detection device.
During an endovascular repair operation, the sensor is physically attached to a
stent-graft and is delivered to the AAA sac together with the stent-graft. As for
the measurement, a hand-held probe is used to send an ultrasonic signal to
activate the embedded sensor. The sensor then transmits the sac pressure
information out of the body in the form of ultrasonic signals and these signals are
picked up by the same probe.
2.3.2 EndoSure
EndosureTM wireless AAA pressure sensor is a product from CardioMEMS.It
consists of a micro-coil and a capacitor to form a tuned resonantcircuit. Radio
frequency rather than ultrasound is used to energise the implanted sensor and
transmit the measured pressure information. It has a size of Smm x 30mm ~
1.5mm.
As the sensor is slightly longer and wider than the ImPressrue sensor, it is
difficult to attach it to the stent-graft and haveit delivered to the AAAsac using
the same procedureasthe stent-graft. Therefore, a separate delivering procedure
has to be required for the implantation.
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2.3.3 Comparison of the AAA Pressure Sensors
Ultrasound has been widely used in medical application for many years. It is a
very safe technique for the patients when properly used by medicalprofessionals.
Ultrasound can easily transverse a fluid environment and soft tissues and
therefore is suitable for transmitting measured data out of the body. However,
since ultrasound does not travel through air, a contact media such as ultrasonic
gel needsto be used betweenthe hand-held probe and the patient’s skin. Another
drawback of using ultrasound is that it may have difficulties to communicate
with the embedded sensor in a patient with calcified AAA sac. This is because
ultrasound waves cannotpass throughsolid objects.
Radio frequency waves can travel through air, liquid and solids. They are
frequently used for wireless power and data transmission. However, RF waves
can be absorbed by the body and may cause problemssuchas tissue warming. As
the absorption rate of the RF energy increases with the increase of the frequency,
the determination of the operating frequency of the sensor is critical for
minimising the damage to the tissue and optimising the energy transmission
efficiency. Another advantage of using RF technique is that the detection
device does not need to directly contact with the patient’s body. The
measurement can be carried out by the patient at home. The following table
(Table 2.1) lists the differences of these two sensors:
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Table 2.1 Comparison of the two commercially available AAA pressure sensors
ImPressure EndoSure
Size 3x9x1.5mm 5x30x1.5mm
Cost unknown $3500
Monitoring technology Ultrasound RF
based
Advantagesof A well-proved safe method RF wavecantravel through
technology used for medical applications air, liquid and solids
 
Disadvantages of
technology used
Mayhaveproblemswith fat
patients orcalcified artery
Tissue warming especially
at high radio frequencies
Structural Material Piezoelectric material Fusedsilica, silicone
Quality factor Notavailable 50 -90
Delivered at the same time as
the Stent-graft
Delivery process A separate process needed
Measurementlocation Hospital Hospital or home   Sensitivity (kHz/mmHg) Unknown 5 to 15
2.4 MEMSand Microfabrication Techniques
It was intended to fabricate the pressure sensor using MEMStechnology. Hence
it is necessary to have some knowledge on MEMS technology and
micro-fabrication techniques. The following sections briefly introduce MEMS
and its future market as well as some microfabrication techniques which will be
used to develop the LC resonant type pressure sensors introduced in Chapter5.
2.4.1 Introduction to MEMS
MEMS is the acronym of Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems. It is the
integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics on a
commonsubstrate such as silicon, quartz, polymers, plastics or ceramics. MEMS
devices claim to be the smallest functional machines currently engineered by
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humans [Korvink, 2006]. Their size can range from a few dozen microns to
several millimetres.
MEMStechnology evolved from microelectronics fabrication technology.
Inevitably, many of the MEMSfabrication techniques are ‘borrowed’ from
integrated-circuit (IC) industry [Hsu, 2002]. However, because these techniques
are mainly for building two-dimensional electronics while MEMSdevices are
frequently involved in three-dimensional structures. Therefore, a number of
techniques and processes have been specially developed for creating MEMS
devices during these years. Examples include surface micromachining, wafer
bonding, electroplating, thick-film screen printing, LIGA (a German acronym of
Lithographie, Galvanoformung and Abformung, meaning lithography,
electroplating, and moulding), deep reactive ion etching and thick photo-resist
mouldingetc.
MEMSdevices are widely used in a number of commercial applications such as
RF switches used in mobile communications, sensors that trigger automobileair
bags, medical diagnosis and drug dispensing devices, satellite systems, and ink
jet printers. The rapid advance in micro-fabrication technologies has enabled
many new MEMSproducts to emerge in the marketplace. According to a report
from Yole Development, a leading companyin the analysis of the globe MEMS
market based in France, the market for MEMStotalled US$48 billion (£24
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billion) in 2005 and is expected to top US$95 billion (£47.5 billion) by 2010
[Yole, 2005]. Table 2.2 showsthe global markets and forecast for MEMSdevices,
materials and equipment.
In order to develop the proposed sensor, a deeper knowledge about MEMSand
other up-to-date manufacturing technologies is required. The following sections
introduce some commonly used MEMSfabrication techniques, materials and
manufacturing technologies.
Table 2.2 Global Markets and Forecasts for MEMSProducts [Yole, 2005]
 
 
2005 (USS, 2010 (USS, Compound Annual
Markets
Million) Million) Growth Rate
MEMSMaterials 385 Thi 15%
MEMSEquipment 631 861 6%
MEMSDevices 3.3 9.9 13%
MEMSSystems 48 95 15%   
2.4.2 Basic MEMS Micromachining Process
Similar to the fabrication processes used in IC industry, a conventional MEMS
micromachining process comprises of three basic fabrication techniques:
deposition, lithography and etching. Deposition, as the name indicates, is the
process whereby thin films of material are deposited onto a substrate. In
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lithography, a patterned mask is applied on top of the films by lithographic
imaging technique. Etching is to remove unwanted materials or layers selectively.
A basic MEMS micromachiningprocessis usually a structured sequenceofthese
operations to form actual devices. Figure 2.15 shows the process of a simple
MEMSstructure fabricated by using these techniques.
ers
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Figure 2.15 Basic MEMS micromachiningprocess.
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The processstarts from depositing a thin-film of structural material onto a wafer,
which is followed by spinning or spraying a layer of material called resist onit.
Afterwards, this resist layer is exposed to a radiation source such as x-ray or
ultraviolet (UV) light through a pattern-carrying mask. Because resist is
radiation-sensitive, it changes its chemical resistance to a certain chemical
solution after the exposure. Therefore, the pattern on the mask is transferred to
the resist. The wafer is then immersed in the chemical solution to release the
pattern. Subsequently, this pattern is etched into the structural thin film using
either a wet etching or dry etching technique. Finally, the resist is lifted off. A
numberof different techniques are used in the deposition and etching processes.
Someofthe commonly used techniquesare introduced in the followingsections.
2.4.2.1 Silicon Wet Anisotropic Etching
Solid material exists either in a crystalline state or an amorphous state.
Crystalline materials have different properties in different directions while the
properties of amorphous materials are almost identical in all directions. Wet
anisotropic etching is a process used to etch crystalline materials in desired
directions through chemical reactions.
Pure silicon is a single-crystalline material. It has a diamond cubic crystal
structure. There are three principal planes in silicon crystal which is shown in
Figure 2.16. It can be seen that the angle between plane (100) and plane (110) is
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45°. Angle between plane (100) and plane (111) is 54.74°, Directions which are
normalto plane (100), (110) and (111) are expressed as <100>, <110> and <111>,
respectively. The orientations of silicon wafers are based on these directions.
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Figure 2.16 Three principal planes on single-crystalline silicon.
Wet anisotropic etching of silicon is one of the key processes in MEMS
micromachining. It is also referred to as ‘bulk micromachining’. Figure 2.17
showsthe plain and cross-section views of a <100> oriented silicon wafer etched
by a wet anisotropic etching.
The most common anisotropic etchants used in MEMSindustry are potassium
hydroxide (KOH), ethylene-diamine mixed with pyrocatechol (EDP), and tetra
methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) [Hsu, 2002]. The selection of an
anisotropic etchant for a particular silicon wet etching process needs to consider
a numberof factors. Among them,‘etch rate’ and ‘selectivity ratio’ are the two
important parameters. The etch rate is defined as the material thickness etched
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Figure 2.17 The plain and cross-sectional views of a <100> oriented
silicon substrate after anisotropic wet etching.
per unit time, while the selectivity ratio is the ratio between the etch rate of the
material to be etched and the etch mask material. Table 2.3 gives the etch rates
and selectivity ratios of these three etchants. Among these, TMAH has the
highest SiO2 selectivity ratio and KOH hasthe lowestselectivity ratio. Therefore,
in a silicon wet anisotropic etching process, if SiOz is used as the etch mask,
TMAHisgenerally the preferred etchant.
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Table 2.3 Characteristics of three commonly used etchants [Chollet, 2007]
 Temp.
|
Si<100>etch SiO, etch SiO;selectivitySolution ‘ .(°C) rate (m/min) rate (nm/min) ratio
KOH
(KOH 44g / HO 85 1.4 35 400
100ml)
EDP
(ethylene-diamine 115 1.25 0.5 2500
750ml/pyrocatecol120g/ H,O 240ml)
 
TMAH
(TMAH 28¢/ HO 90 i 0.2 5000
100ml)     
2.4.2.2 Electroplating
Electroplating is the deposition of a metallic layer onto a substrate using
electrical current. It is usually employed to form thick films of metals or alloys
on substrates.
A typical electroplating process starts from coating a thin seed layer onto the
substrate to make it electrical conductive. Because some metal films do not
adhere well with the substrates, this seed layer also acts as an adhesive layer
which bonds the underlying substrate and the metal layer to be deposited. The
substrate is then attached to a negative charge and is immersedinto a solution
which contains a salt of the metal to be deposited. The metallic ions of the salt
carry a positive charge and are attracted to the coated surface of the substrate.
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They change to metallic form at the surface after receiving the electrons provided
by the negative charge.
Although a number of metals and alloys can be electrodeposited using this
technique, the most commonly used metals for MEMS microstructuresare nickel,
gold, copper and nickel-ferrite alloy [Beeby, 2004(2)]. Copper is used
extensively in forming high Q micro-coils because of its high electrical
conductivity as well as its wide availability. In addition, copper electroplating
is compatible with an IC process which makes it an attractive material for
semiconductorindustry.
Electroplating is an effective way to deposit thick metal films on silicon
substrates. It is inexpensive and is suitable for batch micro-fabrication. The main
problem of this technique is that the need of the adhesive seed layer, whichis
typically formed by a sputtering process, provides a poor step coverage. However,
this problem can be solved by an extra surface polishing process.
2.4.2.3 Deep Reactive Jon Etching and Thick-Resist Moulding
In order to obtain a patterned electroplating layer, a mould must be formed on the
substrate before electroplating. The mould can be the substrate itself or an
applied resist layer which is subsequently wet or dry etched to form the desired
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pattern. Deep reactive ion etching and thick resist moulding are the two
commonly used techniques for forming moulds with high aspect ratio and near
vertical walls.
Aspectratio is the ratio of height to width of a microstructure. For this research,
the metal lines of the coils of the LC resonant pressure sensors (discussed in
Chapter 5) need to be constructed with high aspectratio in order to minimise the
series resistance of the coil. Traditional etching process such as chemical wet
etching or plasmaetching is either unable to build the near vertical sidewalls or
the etch rate is relatively low. In the mid 1990s, deep reactive ion etching and
thick-resist moulding were developed to overcome these difficulties [Lorenz,
1997; Maluf, 2004]. They have been used to create deep, steep-sided features
with high aspect ratio. The following sections will introduce these fabrication
techniques.
a. Deep Reactive Ion Etching
Deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) is usually used to create deep trenches and
holes on silicon substrates, with aspect ratios up to of 20:1 or more. There are
two main technologies for high-rate DRIE known as Cryogenic process and
Bosch process. Bosch process is the most common approach currently used, in
which a fluoropolymer is used to passivate the etching of the sidewalls. Figure
2.18 demonstrates the principle of the Bosch process.
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Figure 2.18 Profile of a DRIE trench using the Bosch process [Maluf, 2004].
First, sulphur hexafluoride (SF) is used to supply highly reactive fluorine
radicals to etch silicon. Then a fluorocarbon polymer is plasma-deposited using
C4Fs as the source gas. This passivation layer protects the entire substrate from
further chemical attack and prevents further etching. In the following etch step,
the vertically oriented ions (SF,’) bombard the passivation layer at the bottom of
the trench, exposing it to the chemical etchant. The sidewalls remain relatively
intact during the process. The repetitive alternation of these etch/deposit steps
results in a nearly vertical structures with high etch rates from 1 to over
15uum/min, depending on the recipes and the powerofthe RF sources.
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Compared to wet etching, DRIE is too expensive to be readily available to most
researchers and many institutions. Another limitation is that the etch rate is
dependenton the aspect ratio of the trench. As shown in Figure 2.19, the etch rate
decreases with increasing trench aspect ratio. It drops significantly with narrow
trenches.
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Figure 2.19 Etch-rate dependence on feature size and aspect ratio
for a typical DRIE recipe at 600W [Maluf, 2004].
b. Thick-Resist Moulding
Restricted by the thickness of the wafer, moulds with large heights are normally
acquired from etching thick-applied resist layers. Resist is a coating material
used to mask or protect selected areas of a pattern from the action of an etchant.
In general, resists are classified into two groups: positive resist and negative
resist, depending onits responseto the radiation. After the exposureto radiation,
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if the exposed material is etched away in the developer solution and the
unexposed region remains, the resist is considered to be positive. On the other
hand, if the exposed part remains while the unexposedpart is etched away, thenit
is negative. There are a number of different resists widely available in the
commercial marketplace. Commonly used thick resists include SU-8, polyimide,
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), and AZ-9260etc.
SU-8 is an epoxy-based negative photo-resist. When exposed to near-ultraviolet
(UV) light, SU-8 polymerises and becomes insoluble in liquid developers.
Polymerised SU-8 is highly chemically and thermally stable. SU-8 has been of
increasing use in various applications such as micro-moulding, micro-fluidics
and other thick film MEMSdevices. It can produce structures with aspect ratios
of up to 20:1 and single layer thickness can range from 1 to 100m depending on
the spin speed and viscosity of the formulation used [Sameoto et al., 2006, Yang,
2004]. Lorenz described the use of SU-8 to build a copper-electroplated coil with
tracks aspect ratio of 5:1 to reduce ohmic losses (Figure 2.20) [Lorenz, 1997].
The width and thicknessofthe coil lines are 8um and 40um,respectively.
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Figure 2.20 An electroplated copper coil produced
with SU-8 photo-resist [Lorenz, 1997]
Compared to conventional thick resist material polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
used in LIGA process, SU-8 processing does not need a synchrotron light source
which is too expensive and not readily available for many laboratories and
companies. While UV source is inexpensive and is widespread, therefore,
sometimes SU-8 micro-mouldingis called ‘poor man’s LIGA’ [Lorenz, 1997].
However, SU-8 has also been found to have several significant disadvantages.
One of them is the removal of SU-8 after post-baking and development. When
used for electroplating mould, the highly cross-linked epoxy remaining after
development is difficult to remove reliably from high aspect ratio structures
without damageoralteration to the electroplated metal. In order to overcomethis
difficulty, some researchers reported the use of electrically conductive SU-8 to
build micro-components [Jiguet, 2004]. Silver nano-particles were dispersed into
SU-8 to enhancetheelectrical properties of the polymer. However,the electrical
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conductivity of the SU8/silver composite is relatively low (around 10° to 10°
S.m") compared with the conductivity of copper (5.62x10" S.m’) or gold
(4.13107 S.m’).
Photosensitive polyimideis also frequently used asa thickresist. It is a negative
type and can form microstructures with heights and aspect ratios up to 50um and
10:1, respectively [Frazier, 1992]. But the development of polyimide often relies
on expensive dry etching processes such as reactive ion etching (RIE), which is
unfavourable for a low-cost manufacturing process. PMMAis a positive tone
resist and is often used to form the mould in a LIGAprocess. It can achieve
extremely high aspect ratio (up to 100:1) and large thicknesses (more than
300um) [Wu, 2003]. The main drawback of this process is the cost. The
exposure of PMMA needs an X-ray source which is expensive and is not readily
available.
AZ9260 is a positive photoresist developed by Clariant Corp., America. This
resist allows thicknesses of up to 100um at a high resolution and very steep side
walls. A comb structure formed by AZ9260 is illustrated in Figure 2.21
[Kohlmeier, 2004]. It has a thickness of 92j:m and the minimum space between
the comblegs is 10um.
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Figure 2.21 A combstructure formed by AZ9260 photoresist [Kohlmeier, 2004].
AZ9260 has been optimised for coil electroplating. The usesofthis photoresist to
form thick electroplating moulds for micro-coils have been reported in a number
of researches [Beeby, 2004(2); Kohlmeier, 2004; Toh, 2005]. Rojanapornpun
described the fabrication of a monolithic 2-layer micro-coil which employed
AZ9260 as the photoresist mould [Rojanapornpun, 2006]. A high aspect ratio of
6:1 has been achievedin his research. In addition, he also used this photoresist as
masks for wet etching and reactive ion etching (RIE) during the fabrication
process. Unlike SU-8, AZ9260 can be easily removed after the development
using trichloroethylene, acetone, methanol or AZ400K Developer, a
potassium-based buffered alkaline solution provided by Clariant Corp.
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Other thick resists include JSR THBseries negative tone photo-resists from JSR
Corp., Japan and DiaPlate 133 from CSEM, Switzerland have also been reported
for constructing high thicknesses and aspect ratios of microstructures [Rao, 2006;
Niedermann, 2003; Gonin, 2004]. Table 2.4 lists some commercially available
thick resists along with their lithographic processes andpolarities.
Table 2.4 Commercially available thick resists
 
   
Resist Lithography Type
SU-8 Near-UV light, E-beam .or X-ray Negative
Photosensitive polyimide UV light Negative
AZ-9260 UVlight Positive
DiaPlate 133 UVlight Negative
JSR THBseries UVlight Negative
Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) E-beam or X-ray Positive
2.4.2.4 Wafer Bonding
As its name implies, wafer bonding is a technique used to bond two or more
wafers in order to form desired three-dimensional structures. There are many
different wafer bonding processes currently available such as silicon fusion
bonding, anodic bonding, eutectic bonding, adhesive bonding, vacuum bonding
and bond aligning etc [Beeby, 2004(1)]. The first two techniques which will be
used in the fabrication of the wireless pressure sensor will be discussed in the
following sections.
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a. Silicon Fusion Bonding
Silicon fusion bonding is a technique used to bond twosilicon wafers. First, the
two silicon wafers are pre-treated to make the two surfaces planar, clean and
hydrophilic. The hydrophilisation step can be performed by boiling the two
wafers in nitric acid (HNO3) or ammonia water. The two wafers are then aligned
and joined together at room temperature. Because the bond of the two wafers is
caused by ‘van der Waals force’, it is weak and needs to be strengthened by a
thermal annealing process. The annealing temperature is typically above 800°C
and the bondstrength is a function of this temperature. Fusion bonding technique
can be also used to bondsilicon and oxidised silicon wafers, silicon and silicon
nitrides wafers or two surface oxidised silicon wafers. The maximum allowed
thickness of the silicon dioxide film is about 44m and the annealing temperature
is typically 1100°C [Gardner, 2001]. Table 2.5 reveals the relationship of the
operation temperature and the bond strength between different wafer bonding
structures [Harendt, 1992].
Silicon fusion bonding takes the advantage of the perfectly matched thermal
expansion coefficients of the two wafers. Therefore, little or no residual stress
appears in the bonded wafer structures. It can achieve a seamless bond with
exceptional strength and hermeticity. The main drawbacks of this technique are
the required excellent flatness of the wafer surface and the high operation
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Table 2.5 Bond strength at different operation temperatures [Harendt, 1992]
 
 
Structure Annealing temperature(C) Bond strength (Jm”)
Si/Si 450 0.5
Si/Si 800 0.6
Si/Si 1000 2.6
Si/SizN4 (140nm) 800 0.9
Si/Si3Nq (140nm) 1000 Cleavage
Si/SizN4 (300nm) 1000 Cleavage  
temperature which makeit difficult for bonding pre-processed wafers. To deal
with this problem, low temperature silicon wafer bonding techniques have been
developed in recent years. Tan suggested the bonding of two silicon wafers
coated separately with PECVD SiO, and thermal SiO, at one surface of each
wafer [Tan, 2005]. A chemical-mechanical polishing step was performed to
increase the smoothnessofthe surfaces. By using these techniques, a strong bond
was formed between these two wafers at the annealing temperature of 300°C.
Someresearchesintroduced the use of intermediate bonding layer, such as glass,
gold, polydimethylsiloxane or polymethylmethacrylate in the bonding process
[Brooks, 1972; Eaton, 1994; Ma, 1999]. Low annealing temperatures from room
temperature to 200°C were reported. However, the introduction of the
intermediate bonding material inevitably results in the increase of the residual
stress in the structure, especially when the thermal expansion coefficient ofthis
material is muchdifferent from silicon.
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b. Anodic Bonding
Anodic bonding, also knownas electrostatic bonding, is the most commonly
used MEMSbonding technique for attaching silicon wafers to glass wafers.
Electrostatic attraction force is employed to form the chemical bond. In this
process, a glass wafer anda silicon wafer are aligned and clamped together using
two metal electrodes. They are then placed onto a hotplate to be heated to a
temperature of 350 to 500 °C. A high DC potential (up to ~1kV) is applied
between the electrodes, with the negative electrode connected to the glass wafer.
This DC potential results into an electrical field which penetrates the wafers.
Because the glass wafer contains a numberofpositive ions (mainly sodium),
these ions become extremely mobile at the elevated temperature. Theelectrical
field makes thesepositive ionsdrifting towards the glass wafer surface which is
connected to the negative electrode, leaving a negative charge on the otherside
of the glass wafer. Dueto electrostatic forces, the two wafers are pulled together
and a solid chemical bond is formed. Figure 2.22 shows the process of anodic
bonding [Beebyetal., 2004(1)].
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Figure 2.22 Schematic of anodic bonding [Beebyetal., 2004(1)].
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Anodic bondingis attractive to MEMS community because of its low operation
temperature requirement. It is frequently used to form hermetically sealed
cavities for pressure sensors [Akar, 2001; Yoon, 2004; Saran, 2006]. Although
this technique is mainly for bonding silicon and glass wafers, surface oxidised
silicon wafers with SiO, thickness up to 100nm were bonded successfully to
glass wafers using anodic bonding [Beeby, 2004(1)]. However, anodic bondingis
incompatible for active devices because of the high electrostatic force [Park,
2006]. The difference of the thermal expansion coefficients of the two wafers
also results into a stress in the structure. Nevertheless, this stress can be
minimised if the thermal expansion coefficient of the selected glass wafer
material is matched closely to that of silicon. A good example is Pyrex glass
which will be discussed in Section 5.5.2.
2.4.2.5 Chemical Mechanical Polishing
Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is a surface planarisation process for
wafers. During this process, the wafer is held by a wafer chuck and is pressed
against the surface of a polisher pad. A slurry, which contains abrasive and
corrosive chemicals, is applied underneath. The wafer and the polisher pad are
then counter rotated to remove unwanted materials on the wafer both
mechanically and chemically as shown in Figure 2.23 [Smith, 1999].
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CMPis critical for some wafer bonding processes to achieve a seamless bond
between the wafers. It is also necessary to set up the wafer for the subsequent
micro-fabrication processes. For example, in a copper damasceneelectroplating
process (discussed in Section 6.1.1); CMP is used to remove the surface copper
layer for multilevel interconnections.
Slurry Feed  
  
Wafer
Platen
 
  wD fySlurry Feed
Side View Top View
Figure 2.23 Chemical mechanicalpolishing tool configuration [Smith, 1999].
2.4.2.6 Evaporation and Sputtering
Evaporation and sputtering are two micro-fabrication techniques which are
frequently used to deposit thin metallic films on substrate surfaces. They are
sometimesreferred as physical vapour deposition (PVD) in contrast to the CVD
technique.
In the evaporation process, wafers and a block of source material are placed
inside a high vacuum chamber (0° to 10” torr in pressure, 1 torr = 1mmHg).
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Then a heating source such as an electron beam ora tungsten filament is used to
heat the source material to a boiling point. The source material starts to evaporate
and condense onall the exposed cool surfaces of the chamber and the wafer
[Gardner, 2001].
The operation temperature in an evaporation process depends on the melting
point of the material to be deposited. For metals with high melting points,e.g.,
tungsten, this deposition technique is impractical as the high operation
temperatures may cause the damage of the evaporation device. Another problem
of this technique is that the residual stresses in evaporated films are quite large.
Therefore, evaporation is typically used to deposit metal films with thicknesses
less than 0.5m [Guisbiers, 2005]. The deposition rate in this process is abouta
few nanometres per second which is relatively low compared to other metal
deposition techniques.
Similar to the evaporation deposition process, a sputtering deposition also takes
place in a high vacuum chamber (10° to 10° torr in pressure) loaded with wafers
and a block of source material. An inert gas (usually argon) is then introduced
into the chamberat low pressure (about a few millitorr). A plasma ofthe inert gas
is ignited using an RF powersource, causing the gas to become ionised. The
energetic ions of the plasma bombard the surface of the source material, resulting
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into some of its atoms escaping from the surface. These escaped atoms then
condense on all the exposed surfaces of the chamber including the wafers’
surfaces to form the desired thin films.
Compared with evaporation technique, the operation temperature in a sputtering
process is much lower due to the high-energy plasma introduced. As a result,
materials with high melting points can be deposited without any difficulties using
this technique. Sputtered films tend to have better uniformity than evaporated
ones. Stresses in the deposited films can be tensile or compressive depending on
the operation parameters such as the chamberpressure, inert gas pressure and the
RF power [Chiu, 1999]. If these parameters are properly controlled, the stresses
can be managedat a low level. Sputtering can produce films up to 3um thick.
2.4.3 Introduction of Polymer MEMS
As introduced in previous section, silicon has been the dominating material for
the fabrication of MEMSdevices since the beginning of this new technology.
However, during these years some other materials such as polymers, glasses,
diamond, ceramics and quartz etc. are also frequently used for substrate or (and)
structural materials in MEMS. Among these, polymer has become the most
attractive material for MEMSsensors and actuators in recent years [Huang, 2005;
Fonseca, 2006; Schneider, 2007].
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Polymer materials include elastomers, plastics and fibres. They are widely used
in agriculture, industry, medicine, sports and other applications. Commonly used
polymers in MEMSare polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), SU-8 epoxy, polyimide,
liquid crystal polymer (LCP) and polyurethane etc. Liu concluded that polymers
have several advantages overtraditional MEMS material silicon [Liu, 2007]:
a. Polymers are more flexible than silicon. Although silicon has excellent
mechanical properties such as large Young’s modulus,it is too brittle to
be used in applications where large displacements are required.
b. Most polymer materials are much cheaper than silicon and some
fabrication processes can be accomplished without the need of
clean-room. These make them extremely suitable for making disposable
devices in medical applications.
c. Unlike silicon substrate, which is only available in wafer format, polymer
substrate can be derived in arbitrary sizes and forms. Therefore, polymer
MEMSdevicescan berealised in largessizes.
d. There are more choices of the fabrication process for polymer MEMS
than traditional silicon processing. These include thick film processing,
casting and moulding, spraying and screenprintingetc.
e. Polymers have some unique chemical or biological properties which can
be used in somespecific fields. An example is that PDMSis widely used
in micro-fluidic devices because ofits excellent biocompatibility, optical
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transparency and simple processing features.
2.4.4 Laser Direct Writing
Asits name implies, Laser direct writing is a fabrication technique for making
microstructures on different substrates using laser beams.It is frequently used for
making micro-channel networks, metallic structures or patterns for micro
moulding on a variety of substrates such as silicon, polyimide, quartz or even
fabrics [Kam, 2006; Huang, 2008; Ng, 2008]. Depending on the desired
structures and applications, lasers used for micromachining can be chosen from
nanosecond lasers to ultrafast lasers or from infrared (IR) lasers to ultraviolet
(UV) lasers [Kam, 2006].
Laser direct writing is a simple and inexpensive micromachining technology. Pan
described the use of a 248nm excimer laser to create micro-coil patterns for
electroless copperplating [Pan, 2004]. First, a 2.5x2.5 cm’ polyimide specimen
was used as the substrate. Coil patterns were created through 248 nm KrF
excimer laser projection ablation. Mask used for the pattern transmission was
made of quartz coated with chromium (Cr). After the ablation, the polyimide
substrate was immersed in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for pre-treatment and
then cleaned with distilled water, nitric acid and acetone. The patterned substrate
was subsequently immersed in electroless copper plating solution to generate the
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micro-coils and finally cleaned with distilled water. Figure 2.24 shows the
patterns of the micro-coils and the fabricated micro-coils [Pan, 2004].
 
Figure 2.24 Micro-coil patterns and micro-coils fabricated by excimer laser and
electroless plating (a) Micro-coil patterns with 2.5 x 2.5 cm’ in area. (b)
Micro-coils on polyimide substrate through electroless copper plating [Pan, 2004].
Comparing with conventional lithography process of forming planarcoil patterns
on substrate, this method simplifies the manufacturing process. However, the
ablation depth of the substrate is restricted to several microns. Although greater
ablation depth can be achieved with higherlaser energy, it may destroy the Cr film
on the quartz mask and degrade the adjacent polyimide substrate. Therefore, this
methodis not suitable for fabricating planar coils with thick tracks.
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Chapter 3
Magnetoelastic Thick-Film Pressure Sensor
Magnetoelastic sensors are very sensitive to a number of environment parameters
such as pressure, temperature, humidity, mechanical vibration and liquid
viscosity etc. They have attracted considerable interests within the sensor
community in recent years. In this chapter, the design of a magnetoelastic
thick-film pressure sensor is presented. It consists of a sensor array with flat
sensor and a folded sensor which are made of ferromagnetic alloys. The
characteristic resonant frequencies of the two sensors as well as their frequency
shifts in response to pressure changesare calculated.
3.1 Introduction
Magnetoelastic sensors allow the monitoring of environmental parameters
without the use of direct physical connections. Therefore they have the potential
for medical applications where wires are either inadvisable or prohibited. When
placed in a magnetic field, a magnetoelastic material changes its dimension
thereby translating magnetic energy into elastic energy. Conversely, it alters the
magnetisation in the material when subjected to a mechanical load. The use of
magnetoelastic materials for sensing pressure, temperature, stress, flow velocity,
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humidity, liquid viscosity and mass loading was suggested in a number of
researchers [Karl, 2000; Kouzoudis, 2000; Jain, 2001].
The most commonly used magnetoelastic materials for sensing applications are
iron-rich ferromagnetic alloys such as FeggNiz3z3Mo4Bis (Metglas’™ brand
2826MB) or Feg;By3.sSiz.sC2 (Metglas’™ brand 2605SC) [Grimes, 2002]. They
are usually prepared in amorphous states which can be made through a rapid
quenching process to prevent atoms to arrange themselves. Initially, all
amorphous alloys have stresses because of this fabrication process. However,
these stresses can be reduced or eradicated through heat treatment. For example,
by heat treating ferromagnetic amorphous alloys at 400°C for 1 hour, all the
stresses can be eliminated.
When used for sensors, ferromagnetic materials can be either in thin-film or
thick-film form. Thin ferromagnetic film can be produced by sputtering [Wallace,
1993], a micromachining process in MEMS which a flux of inert-gas ions
(usually argon) is employed to physically bombard target materials in a vacuum
chamber in order to deposit these materials onto a wafer [Maluf, 2004]. Karl
reported a magnetostrictive membrane-type pressure sensor which was based on
a pressure sensitive membrane coated with the thin-film ferromagnetic material,
Feg1B13.5Si3.sC2 [Karl, 2000]. The change of magnetic properties of this thin film
caused by pressure difference across the membrane was detected using
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Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect. Thick-film ferromagnetic materials can be
obtained by spraying molten Fe-based alloys onto a fast spinning wheel, whereit
quickly solidifies [Hase, 1992].
Thin-film magnetoelastic materials have the advantage of being able to be
integrated into a MEMSprocess and therefore batch fabrication becomes
possible. However, this research only focused on the use of thick-film material
for pressure sensing becauseof available resources.
3.2 Thick-film Pressure Sensor
3.2.1 Pressure sensing Principle
A ribbon-shaped magnetoelastic thick-film sensor mechanically vibrates whenit
is subjected to a time varying magnetic field. The resonant frequency of this
vibration is inversely proportional to the sensor length. The relationship between
the resonant frequency and the mechanical properties of a magnetoelastic sensor
is shown in Equation 3.1[Grimes, 2002]:
n | EIn =F pl-v’) (n =1,2,3....) (3.1)
where L is the length of the ribbon, E, p and v are the Young’s modulus,
density and Poisson’s ratio of the sensor material, respectively. In most
applications only the fundamental resonant frequency f7 (when n=l) is
considered because it has higher signal amplitude and lower frequency than other
resonant frequencies (n=2,3,...).
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However, a flat ribbon-shaped magnetoelastic sensor is insensitive to pressure
changes. In order to makeit sensitive, this flat ribbon needs to be elastically or
plastically deformed [Kouzoudis, 2000]. Figure 3.1 shows four different methods
to create stressed sensors from magnetoelastic ribbons.
Dimple ve
(a) (b)
 
(c)
Figure 3.1 Stressed sensor shapes:(a) a flat sensor with a dimple,
(b) a folded sensor, (c) a curved sensor, (d) a curved sensor
with a dimple [Kouzoudis, 2000].
Kouzoudis explained the reason of the insensitivity of a flat sensor in response to
pressure changes [Kouzoudis, 2000]. As shown in Figure 3.2a, a flat sensor only
exhibits a longitudinal (x-directional) vibration when it is placed in an
interrogation magnetic field. During vibration, the change of normal force
applied by the surrounding atmosphere can be only found at the two endsof the
sensor (y-z planes). This force causes a damping effect which mayresult in a
decrease of sensor resonant frequency. However, the surface areas of the two
ends are quite small compared with its surfaces which are normal to the z
direction (x-y planes), as the sensor is usually of 20 to 30um in thickness.
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Therefore, this damping effect can be neglected. As a result, a flat sensor is
insensitive to pressure changes.
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Figure 3.2 Vibrations of magnetoelastic sensors in magnetic fields:(a) a
flat sensor with longitudinal vibrations; (b) a curved sensor with
longitudinal and out-of-plane vibrations; (c) approximation of a curved
sensorby flat sensor with large Poisson’s ratio [Kouzoudis, 2000].
When the sensor is curved as shown in Figure 3.2b, besides the longitudinal
vibration, an out-of-plane vibration also occurs in the z direction. This
out-of-plane vibration has a much bigger surface area than that of the two ends.
Therefore, the damping effects of the normal forces acted on the sensor surface
are much greater compared with a flat sensor. Increasing the ambient pressure
causes the increase of this damping force and decreases the sensor resonant
frequency.
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The vibration of a curved sensor with small curvature in a magnetic field can be
approximated asa flat sensor with a relatively large Poisson’s ratio (Figure 3.2c).
Asthe flat sensor vibrates longitudinally, an out-of-plane vibration also takes
place because of the large Poisson’s ratio of the sensor. Based onthis theoretical
model, Grimes calculated the resonant frequency shift of a magnetoelastic
pressure sensor whenit is placed in a chamberfilled with gas [Grimes, 2002].
The resonant frequency shift Af is expressed as follows:
ye jime 3.2)~ |B d-v)-k,-T-d-p/
where v is the Poisson’s ratio of the sensor material, m, is the mass ofthe gas
particle, u is the mean velocity of the gas, k, is Boltzmann’s constant
(1.38x10 J/K), T is the temperature and p is the pressure of the chamber,
and p and d are the density and thickness of the sensor material, respectively. It
can be seen from the equation that the resonant frequency shift is linear with the
gas pressure and it decreases with the increase of the gas pressure.
As the dampingeffects are determined bythe effective surface area on which the
normalforces are applied, the increase of this area can result in an increase of the
sensor pressure sensitivity. The pressure sensitivities of four curved sensors
which have different curvatures are compared in Figure 3.3. It shows that the
sensor with the largest curvature has the highest pressure sensitivity [Kouzoudis,
2000].
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Figure 3.3 The comparison ofsensorpressure sensitivity
with different curvatures [Kouzoudis, 2000].
3.2.2 Removal of Temperature Effect
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, magnetoelastic materials are
sensitive to a number of environmental parameters. Therefore, when used for
pressure sensing the effects of other parameters need to be removed. In most
cases the elimination of temperature effect on a temperature dependentsensoris
quite complicated. However, two simple methods were suggested inliterature to
cancel the temperature dependence of a magnetoelastic pressure sensor.
3.2.2.1 Biasing Magnetic Field
The effect of temperature and applied magnetic field on the sensor resonant
frequency is expressed as [Grimes, 2002]:
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 f(T, H) 1 /E(Z) f. 92 (T)-H? AD) (3.3)= ALD) pM(T)-Hie(1)
where # is the applied magnetic field, L is the sensor length, E/T) is the modulus
ofelasticity of the sensing material at temperature 7, p (7) is the density ofthe
sensor material, 2 is the magnetostriction, M(7) is the saturation magnetisation,
and H,, (T) is the anisotropy field whenthesensor is undera longitudinalstress.
Equation 3.3 indicates that the removal of the temperature effect on the sensor
can be achieved by applying a DC biasing field of appropriate magnitude.
Grimestested the temperature dependency of a sensor made of Metglas 2826MB
with dimensions of 3cmx1.3cmx28,1m as a function of varying magnetic field
amplitudes and the results are shown in Figure 3.4 [Grimes, 2002]. It showsthat
the removal of temperature dependency of the sensor can be achieved by
applying a biasing magnetic field with strength of 7.01 Oersteds.
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Figure 3.4 The resonant frequencyshifts of a magnetoelastic
sensor verses temperature andbias field [Grimes, 2002].
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3.2.2.2 Sensor Array
Another way of determining the temperature independent pressure is to build a
sensor array using a flat sensor and a curved sensor constructed from the same
magnetoelastic material. Because the flat sensor is insensitive to the changes of
ambient pressure, while temperature affects the flat sensor and the curved sensor
equally in the same way, the pressure information can be found from the
frequency changesofthe two sensors evenif there is a temperature change ofthe
environment. Figure 3.5 showsthe normalised resonant frequency (f/fp) shifts of
a sensor array consisted of a flat sensor and a dimpled sensor with the change of
ambient pressure at temperatures of 23C° and 40C°. It can be observed from the
figure that the normalised resonant frequency shifts of each sensor are parallel to
each otherat different temperatures.
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Figure 3.5 Pressure measurementin a changing temperature environmentusing
two 2826MBalloy sensors of different stress levels [Jain, 2001].
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3.2.3 Pressure Sensor Structure
Based on the aboveprinciple, a pressure sensor array was constructed.It is made
of ribbon-like Metglas'™alloys 2826MBwith thickness of 30m. Somephysical
properties of this material are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Physical properties of Metglas 2826MB
 
 
Thickness (um) 30
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Density (g/cc) 7.90
Tensile Strength (MPa) 1,000-1,700
Elastic Modulus (GPa) 100-110
Thermal Expansion (ppm/ C) 11.7   
The sensor array consists of a flat sensor and a folded sensor. The length of the
flat sensor is 2.5mm andthe original length of the folded sensor (before folding)
is 2mm. The reason of making the lengths of two sensorsslightly different is to
distinguish the characteristic resonant frequencies of the two sensors so that the
frequency ranges do not overlap during operation. The widths of the two sensors
are both 0.5mm. After cutting from the Metglas ribbon, the sensors were then
mounted onto a plastic base at their non-vibrating midlines using epoxy based
adhesive M-bond 610. Figure 3.6 shows the layout of the sensor array and the
dimensionsofthe flat and folded sensors.
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Figure 3.6 Layoutofthe sensorarray and the dimensionsofthe sensors
(a) Sensorarray; (b) the folded sensor; (c) the flat sensor.
3.2.4 Calculated Frequency Response
The characteristic resonant frequencies of the flat sensor and the folded sensor
were calculated from Equation 3.1 to be 746kHz and 933kHzrespectively. It is
assumedthat the sensorarrayis placed in a pressure chamberfilled with nitrogen
(Nz) and is under room temperature (23°C). The resonant frequency oftheflat
sensor does not change in response to the pressure changes, while the shift in
resonant frequency of the folded sensor can be calculated from Equation 3.2.
Using the values from Table 3.2, the result of this shift is derived as -1.36Hz/kPa.
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Table 3.2 Values used in Equation 3.2
 
 
V_ Poisson’s ratio 0.3
mg N2 molecule mass(g) 4.65x107°
u_| No gas mean velocity (m/s) 380
k, Boltzmann’s constant (J/K) 1.38107
T Temperature (K) 296
d_ Thickness (um) 30
P Sensor material density (kg/m? ) 7.9103    
3.2.5 Detection of Resonant Frequency
As described in Chapter 2, the resonant frequency of the magnetoelastic pressure
sensor can be detected by magnetic, acoustic or optical means. Because the
sensor is to be implanted into the human body, the best way is to detect the
frequency magnetically as an acoustic waveis hard to transport from liquidto air
and an optical source cannot reach the sensor whenit is embedded.
The experiment was designed to use a Network Analyser to sweep interrogating
signals which have frequencies from 500 kHz to 2 MHz. The sensor will
mechanically vibrate and emit a magnetic flux. Using the same Network
Analyser and pick up coil(s) to record the measured amplitude of each
incremental frequency and the pressure information can be determined. However,
as the pressure sensitivity of the sensor was so small, environment noise actually
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dominated the result. In order to measure the sensor frequency shift accurately
and remove the effect of environment noise, highly precise Network Analyser
and metal-shielding room are required. Limited by the available resources in the
laboratory this experiment was terminated. In addition, some other problems
associated with this technology include possible tissue heating caused by the
required DCbiasing field and high product costs because of the difficulties for
incorporating the fabrication process in MEMSsystems. The next step of the
research was focused on developing an inductor-capacitor resonant type pressure
sensor which will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
MEMSDesign Process and CAD Tools
This Chapter focuses on MEMSproducts design process and computer-aided
design (CAD)tools. The first part summarises the characteristics of MEMS
design process. In the second part, features of three leading MEMS CADtools,
CoventorWare, IntelliSuite, MEMS Pro (MEMSXplorer) are presented. Several
other modelling and simulation tools for assisting MEMSdesignarealso briefly
introduced. At the end of this Chapter, two different MEMS product design
methodologiesare defined. This is followed by the description of the design flow
in CoventorWare and IntelliSuite.
4.1 Introduction
Demand for MEMS-basedproducts has been increasing strongly in the aerospace,
automotive, biomedical, defence, consumable, telecommunication and other
industries during the last decade. However, although some MEMSproducts such
as accelerometers, gyroscopes, switches, micro-mirrors, pressure sensor, and
resonant sensors are well established, commercially available MEMSproducts
are still relatively limited. It is recognised that the main reason is the overlong
MEMS product design cycle which has hindered the growth of MEMS
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application [Furlong, 2002]. As this design cycle is tightly related to product
modelling, analysis, fabrication, and testing methodologies, this chapter will
therefore introduce the characteristics of MEMS design process, MEMSdesign
software packages, and two typical MEMSdesign flows.
4.2 Characteristics of MEMSDesign Process
MEMSdesign process is different from conventional products design and has
several unique characteristics.
Firstly, MEMS design requires the integration of related microfabrication
processes. As MEMSfabrication technology normally combines physical and
chemical treatment processes, it frequently involves a harsh environment such as
high temperatures. This can have a significant effect on the performance of the
whole system. For example, micro-fabrication processes can affect the tolerance
of the finished components andthe intrinsic effects such as stresses andstrains.
Therefore, the selection of fabrication technique for each step and the sequence
of these steps has becomean integral part of a MEMSdesignprocess.
Secondly, MEMSdesign needs the collaboration of experts in a wide range of
classical areas. MEMSdesign is complicated and generally involves three major
tasks including process flow design, electromechanical and structure design, and
design verifications [Hsu, 2002]. These require the designers to have knowledge
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in multiple disciplines such as microbiology, chemistry, electrical engineering,
mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, physics, material sciences,
computing sciences as well as experience in industry-specific applications
[LaFrenz, 2003]. Obviously it is unusual for an individual to have all the
necessary knowledge and expertise. Consequently, a large multidisciplinary
design team which incorporates system designers, IC designers, process
engineers, and MEMSexpertsis typically involved in MEMSproduct design.
Thirdly, MEMSdesignis an active reworking process [Zha, 2005]. This meansit
needs several iterations before the required functions and performances of a
given device are finally fulfilled. Compared to its macro-scale counterpart,
MEMStechnology is still in its infancy. The information about material
properties at micro level and the fundamental materials parameters which impact
the behaviour of microstructuresarestill limited. Furthermore, there is a lack of
standards in design, fabrication and test methodology in MEMS industry
[LaFrenz, 2003]. No single facility is capable of handling the fabrication
requirements for every MEMSapplication. For this reason,it is very difficult to
predict the outcome of a particular design and the design process is always
associated with a high degree of uncertainty.
Because of the inherent nature of MEMSdesign processes, computer technology
that offers higher precision has become an integral part in the design and
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manufacturing of MEMSproducts. The following section will focus on several
MEMSmodelling and simulation software packages.
4.3 MEMSModelling and Simulation Tools
Nowadays CAD software packages are widely used for products designed to
meetcritical time-to-market condition. CAD tools enable designers to model and
simulate whether design specifications are met by using virtual rather than
physical experiments and therefore can significantly reduce the development and
production cycle as well as the total costs. Furthermore, they provide the
designer with immediate feedback on design decisions which, in turn, promise a
more comprehensive exploration of design alternatives and a better performance
of the final product.
A number of CAD software packages exist for conventional products design.
However, because of the unique characteristics of MEMS design process which
have been described earlier, specifically designed CAD tools are needed to fulfil
these requirements. There are several CAD tools commercially available which
can be used to assist MEMS designer on material and fabrication process
selections, mask layouts, process emulations, and physical-level and system-level
simulations. Among these MEMStools, CoventorWare™ (previously known as
MEMCAD)[Coventor, 2007], IntelliSuite™ [IntelliSense, 2007], and MEMS
Pro™ [Softmems, 2007] are the leading software packages which are widely
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adopted by universities and commercial MEMS developers. In the following
sections, an overview ofthe functionality of these three tools will be given.
4.3.1 CoventorWare
CoventorWare™ is a software suite designed for MEMS, microfluidics and
semiconductor process applications. It was originally developed at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)in the late 1980s/early 1990s [Hsu,
2002]. In 1996, Microcosm Technologies (now renamed as Coventor Inc.)
licensed the code from MIT andsold it commercially under the name MEMCAD.
CoventorWare consists of Materials Properties Database, Process Editor andfive
other modules: Architect, Designer, Analyzer, Integrator and MEMulator. The
functions ofthese five modules are described as following [Coventor, 2006]:
Architect performs system-level design and simulation. System-level simulationis
different from traditional physical-level simulation which is mainly basedonfinite
element method (FEM) or boundary element method (BEM). It simulates the
overall behaviour of a complete model rather than the interactive behaviour of
many finite elements that comprise the model. The concept of system-level
simulation provides a number of advantages over the physical-level simulation
and the major advantageis that the simulation time can be reduced by orders of
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magnitude. This allows MEMSdesigners to quickly explore design alternatives
and optimise system performance.
Designeris a physical design tool for creating mask layouts and three dimensional
(3D) solid models. The completed layouts can be exported into GDS, CIF, IGES,
SAT, and DXFformatfiles for mask and wafer fabrication. The 3D models can be
imported into Analyzer for meshing and 3D domain and coupled simulation.
Alternatively, the models also can be exported to third-party programs for solid
model simulation.
Analyzer is a multi-physics field solver which includeselectrostatic, mechanical,
thermal, fluidic, and coupled solution components. Simulation adopts
physical-level approach to compute different types of solutions, including
capacitance, charge, mechanical stress and displacement, inductance, and
damping effects calculations as well as modal, harmonic, thermal and mechanical
transient, hysteresis, piezoelectric, piezoresistive, and package thermomechanical
analyses.
Integrator is used to create macromodels,also called reduced-order models, from
detailed models generated in Analyzer. These macromodels can be exported to
industry-standard integrated circuits (IC) simulators such as Synopsys and
Cadence for system-level simulation. This allows for rapid simulation of large
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systems involving multiple component and physical domains suchaselectrical,
mechanical, thermal, optical, and fluidic.
MEMulator is used to simulate the impact of fabrication process changes to the
designed product. It can perform simulations on different material deposition
methods such as physical vapour deposition (PVD), chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) and wafer bonding etc., and material etching process including RIE, wet
isotropic and anisotropic etch, and chemical and mechanical polishing (CMP)etc.
4.3.2 IntelliSuite
IntelliSuite™ was the first released commercialised MEMS CAD software
package developed by IntelliSense Inc [Hsu, 2002]. It was designed for MEMS
and microfluidics applications. Similar to CoventorWare, it has built-in material
properties databases, process flow editor, mask layouts and 3D model generator
and physical and system level simulators. The latest version IntelliSuite 8.5
consists of four parts: Clean Room, Design Tools, Multiphysics and System
Simulation [IntelliSense, 2008].
In Clean Room,there are different modules for material databases (MEMaterial),
process editing and certifying (IntelliFAB), and different etch process simulation
(AnisE, RECIPE and IntelliEtch). AnisE is an anisotropic etch simulation
module which can simulate different wafer orientations under different etchant
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type, temperature, etch stops, etching time, and concentration parameters.
RECIPEis used to simulate reactive ion etch (RIE) and inductive coupled plasma
(ICP) etch processes. In addition, it has another unique feature which has the
capability of performing an economic analysis for the designed product by using
a module called MEMS Cost Mode. This helps managers and designers to
understand the impact of the process flow, wafer yield, die size and die yield on
the final cost of the production. In Design Tools, modules include IntelliMask for
creating mask layouts and 3D Builder for solid model generation and meshing.
Multiphysics consist of different physical simulation modules for mechanical,
thermal, electrostatic, piezoelectric and electromagnetic analysesetc. IntelliSuite
8.5 has expandedits applications to Nano-Electro-Mechanical Systems (NEMS).
The module Nano Simulation™ can perform linear and non-linear static coupled
Thermal-Electrical-Stress and Piezoresistive analysis on nanostructures such as
Carbon Nano Tubes (CNTs) which are believed to have a potential to provide a
breakthrough in a number of disciplines ranging from computing, displays,
medical devices, sensing and telecommunications [Monthiouxet al., 2006]. In
System Simulation part, module SYNPLEis used to carry out the system-level
simulation. System Model Extrator performs similar functions as module
Integrator in CoventorWare which can build behaviour models from FEM
models generated in MultiPhysics and significantly reduces the simulation time.
Another feature of IntelliSuite 8.5 is that it can be integrated into electronic
design applications (EDA) workflow.
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4.3.3 MEMSPro and MEMSXplorer
MEMSPro and MEMS Xplorer are two MEMSdesign suites provided by
SoftMEMS Inc. SoftMEMS was the CAD Business Unit of MEMSCAP, a
company providing MEMS-based products for the medical and aeronautic
industry. In 2004, SoftMEMSacquired license from MEMSCAPto develop and
market its CAD design tools for MEMS.
MEMSPro was developed at Tanner Research in 1997. It is a PC-based
integrated CAD tool suite for the design of microsystems coupled with
electronics. MEMSProis based on two modules: (1) MEMSPro DS for mask
layout, 3-D solid model verification, and system-level simulation; (2) ROM for
generating reduced order models. MEMS Xplorer was released in 2000. It is a
customisable MEMSdesign suite for Unix-based platforms and has three main
modules: MEMS Xplorer DS, MEMS Modeler and MEMS Master. They
perform the similar functions as MEMSPro. MEMSProis integrated on top of
ANSYSand Tanner software tools: L-Edit and T-Spice; while MEMS Xploreris
on top of Cadence, ANSYSand Mentor Graphics.
SoftMEMS CAD tools are open-platform products that support leading
electronic design automation environments used for integrated circuit (IC)
development. They provide solutions which combines aspects of electronic
design automation with mechanical, thermal, optical, electromagnetic and fluidic
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CAD.The twotools allow data sharing between system designers, IC designers,
process engineers and MEMSexperts, permitting earlier and consistent design
checks between multidisciplinary teams. Each of the tool suites has easy-to-use
graphical interfaces for rapid design.
4.3.4 The Comparison of MEMSDesign Tools
Both IntelliSuite and CoventorWare are based on the MEMSanalysis tools
developed by Professor Stephen Senturia at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) in the 1990s. As a result, these two packages have similar
structures and functions of their modules. For example, they all have material
property databases, built-in design and simulation tools for creating fabrication
process flow, mask layouts and 3D models as well as performing fabrication
process check and simulation, physical-level and system-level simulation. As for
MEMS Pro, because it was developed in Tanner Research, a company
specialising in microelectronics design, it has the advantage of integration with
EDA tools. MEMS Pro does not have simulation modules integrated in its
package and has to be combined with other simulation tools. This can be an
advantage for those customers who already have the required simulation tools
installed in their systems as the training time can be significantly reduced.
Another advantage of MEMSProover CoventorWare and IntelliSuite is the cost
of license charge. Becauseit is built on top of several EDA design tools which
are widely used in the electronics industry and this considerably brings down the
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overall costs. Other differences of these three tools are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 The comparison of MEMSsoftware packages
 
CoventorWare IntelliSuite MEMSPro
Company Coventor IntelliSense SoftMEMS
Origination MIT,Prof. S.Senturia, late MIT,Prof. S. Senturia, Tanner Research,
1980s/early 1990s late 1980s/early 1990s Dr. Maher, 1998
Built-in Yes Yes No, integrated on
mask layout top of Tanner
tools and software tools such
physical and as L-Edit, S-Edit,
     
system-level W-Edit,  T-Spice,
simulators? and LVSetc.
Licence fee £4619 £4396 £1434
Integration No Yes Yes
with EDA?
Fabrication Yes Yes No
process
simulator?
Cost No Yes No
evaluation
module?
4.3.5 Other CAD Tools for MEMS Design
Besides these three leading MEMSdesigntools, there are also some othertools
which are widely used by MEMSdesigners. For example, I-DEAS, ProEngineer
and Patran can be used for developing 3D models; ANSYS and Abaqus are
employed for physical-level simulation; Saber, Matlab and Silvaco/SmartSpice
can be used as system-level simulation tools. Zha [Zha, 2005] investigated these
CADtools and the results are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Device Simulation Tools
  
  
Thermo-Electro-Mechanical Analysis
intelliSuite, MEMCAD/Coventorware, ANSYS, ISE/Solidis
Fluid Structure interaction:
ANSYS/Flotran
Structure Analysis:
ANSYS,IntelliSuite, ABAQUS, NATRAN, Solidis, MARC,
MEMCAD/Coventorware...
MechanismAnalysis:
ADAMS, DADS...
_ Electro-Magnetic Analysis:
ANSYS, Ansoft, IntelliSuite, MEMCAD/Coventonvare...
Fluid Analysis:
StarCD, FIDAP, Fiotran, FlumeCaAD...
   
 
     
    
      
   
Figure 4.1 Modelling and simulation tools for MEMSdesign [Zha, 2005].
4.4 MEMSDesign Flow
4.4.1 MEMSProduct Design Level
Normally, the design of MEMSproducts can be divided into system, device,
component, and elementlevels [Zha, 2005]. Here we useanairbag trigger as an
example to explain these fourlevels:
Anairbag deploymentsystem in a caris usedto protectthe driver and passengers
from injury in the event of serious vehicle collision. This system employs a
microaccelerometer to measure the accelerations of the vehicle in different
directions. Figure 4.2 illustrates a capacitive type accelerometer which consists of
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springs, proof mass andelectrostatic combs [Furlong, 2002]. The central part of
the accelerometer is a micromechanical proof mass.It is attached to a reference
frame using four folded spring pairs. The electrodes on the four sides of the proof
mass and the reference frame form four capacitors in two different directions.
Whenexternalaccelerations are applied, the capacitances of these capacitors will
change because of the change ofrelative position between these electrodes.
Therefore, by measuring the capacitance change of these four capacitors the
applied accelerations can be detected.
4 sets, folded springs
(dual axes)
 
as
100 jm
4 sets, electrostatic combs
(capacitive electrodes)
Figure 4.2 A capacitive accelerometer [Furlong, 2002].
The design of this product can be separatedinto three different stages. The design
of the whole deploymentsystem can be considered in system level. The modelling
and simulation of the accelerometer is in device level. The development of the
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springs and electrostatic combs is in component level. While the design of those
beams which form the springs and combsis in elementlevel.
4.4.2 Bottom-up and Top-down Design Flow
Two approaches are adopted for MEMS products design methodology:
bottom-up and top-down flows [McCorquodale, 2003]. In the following section,
the characteristics of these two approaches and the associated advantages and
disadvantagesare presented.
In a bottom-up approach,the design flow starts with detailed design of individual
components. Components which play key roles in determining the final system
performanceand functionality will be specified in detail. They are then linked
together to form larger subsystems, which then in turn are linked, sometimesin
manylevels, until a complete top-level system is formed. A top-down design
starts from defining the required overall system specifications. These
specifications are then described withfirst-level subsystems. Each subsystem can
be further broken down into many additional subsystem levels until the entire
specification is reduced to low-level functional elements. Then these elements
are specified in great detail.
Bottom-up approachis a ‘rather natural’ design methodology. Current and past
development approaches have been typically bottom-up [McCorquodale, 2003].
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This approach is adequate for developing relatively simple systems. However,
when developing large and complex system it may result in a tangle of elements
and subsystems, developed in isolation, and subject to local optimisation as
opposed to meeting a global purpose.
In top-down design, system components are derived from system specifications.
The main advantage is that it strongly focuses on specific requirements which
helps to make a design responsive to its requirement. Its disadvantage is that
project and system boundariestend to be application or specification oriented. As
a result, the system is morelikely to miss the benefits of a well structured, simple
architecture [Graham, 2001]. Top-down design approach is usually possible only
whenthe designers havea very clear idea of the problem and howto solveit.
4.4.3. MEMSDesign Flowin IntelliSuite and CoventorWare
IntelliSuite adopts a bottom-up design flow. Figure 4.3 shows the whole design
process [Finch, 2002]. The design process begins with the design of a process
flow. This can be a flow selected from a database of standard foundry templates
whichis provided in the software, or a custom process flow constructed from the
database of individual process steps. Mask sets are then created in the
IntelliMask module or imported in DXF, GDSII, or bitmap file formats from
third-party programs. The verification of the process and mask design are
performedusing IntelliFAB, AnisE and RECIPEfor processsimulation. Then the
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designer uses 3D Builder to generate and mesh the 3D model which is in turn
analysed using different FEA tools. The system-level simulation is carried by
SYNPLE which simulates reduced-order models extracted by SME, the system
model extractor in IntelliSuite.
DXF, GDSII  
   
      
 
- Fabrication ™Simulation Meshing
Process simulation and a . . -.2 standard foundeytemplates — % Automatic and Interactive
. . mesh generation and@Thin-film material database refinement
   
   
    
Device
performance
Analysis
> Electrostatic, mechanical,
thermal, fluidic, magnetic,User's =e ANSYSFabrication __ dynamic, piezo, package ABAQUS
Data PATRAN
Device behavioural model
Device optical model
Figure 4.3 Product design flow in IntelliSuite [Finch, 2002].
The design flow in CoventorWare is different from that in IntelliSuite. It
supports both top-down and bottom-up design flows. A typical design process in
CoventorWare normally starts from specifying the requirements of the proposed
MEMSproduct. The designer then chooses components from the Parametric
Library to create a schematic of the desired system configuration. This includes
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the MEMS componentsto be fabricated and other system parts such as drive and
sense circuitry, etc. When the schematic capture is complete, the design is
netlisted into a format used for simulation and layout extraction. Then Saber, a
powerful behavioural system-level simulator module from SynopsysInc., is used
to perform the system-level simulation. This simulation is iterative as the
designer normally needs to adjust the geometric or material property parameters
of individual components in the schematic, or to change or rearrange the
components for optimal performance. After the proof of the final design, the
netlist is used to create the 2D layout and 3D modelin order to perform detailed
analysis.
Alternatively, the design can start from creating a 2D layout in Layout Editor or
importingit in CIF, DXF, or GDSII formatfiles created in third-party program. 3D
model is then generated for the 3D domain and coupled simulations. The
parametric study function provided by CoventorWare is used to optimise the
design. This is followed by extracting macromodels from these detailed models
using Integrator for system-level simulation. The design flow in CoventorWareis
shown in Figure 4.4 [Coventor, 2006].
CoventorWare wasused to design and simulate the proposed sensor. Simulations
were performed only using physical-level approach because of the relatively
simple structure of the sensoras well as the limited resources during the research
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(no license washeldfor the Architect module). The design process and simulation
results will be shown in Chapter5.
Develop Build Simulate Create Layout PerformConcept Design Performance & 3D Model Detailed Analysis Fabricate    
 
: : Create
=i Macromodels
for Simulation  
Figure 4.4 CoventorWare components and design flow [Coventor, 2006].
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Chapter 5
Design and Modelling of Inductor-Capacitor
Resonant Pressure Sensor
In this chapter, the design, modelling and optimisation of an inductor-capacitor
(LC) resonant type pressure sensor will be presented. First, in section 5.1 the
principles of passive power transmission, sensor operation and external device
(reader) detection in an LC pressure sensing system are reviewed. In section
5.2, the considerations of choosing the system operating frequencyare presented.
Section 5.3 deals with design and modelling of two planar spiral coils. Analytical
modelofthese coils is established to optimise the design. Two squarespiral coils
constructed on silicon and glass substrates are investigated. Section 5.4 shows
the proposed sensor structures. In Section 5.5, the reasons for selecting the
materials for the sensor components are explained. The design of the pressure
sensing diaphragm, i.e., the movable electrode of the capacitance-variable,
parallel plate capacitoris introduced in Section 5.6.
5.1 Theory of Wireless LC Resonant Pressure Sensor System
As described in Chapter 2, a wireless inductor-capacitor (LC) resonant type
pressure sensor consists of an inductor and a capacitor to form a resonantcircuit.
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This circuit oscillates electrically when subjected to a time varying
electromagnetic field according to Faraday’s Law. The amplitude of this
oscillation reaches its highest value when the frequency of the applied
electromagnetic field approaches the resonant frequency of the circuit. The
capacitor is configured in such a way that its capacitance changes as the
surrounding pressure is varied. The change of capacitance will alter the resonant
frequency of the sensor. By detecting this frequency change, the pressure
information can be acquired.
The concept of the LC resonanttype sensor for wireless pressure measurementis
not new and has been proposed in previous researchers. However, this method
suffers from limited detection distance due to the inefficiency of power
transmission within the system. In order to achieve a maximal detection range,
considerable research efforts have been focused on improving the link efficiency
between the sensor and the reader [Rosengren, 1994; Lee, 2001; Ong, 2001;
DeHennis, 2005]. Although different strategies were suggested, the common
research goal was to develop planar spiral coils with high quality factors. The
characterisation of planar spiral coils will be presented in Section 5.3.4 ofthis
Chapter. First the mechanism ofinductive coupling and the detection principle of
the pressure sensing system are described.
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5.1.1 Principle of Inductive Coupling
Inductive couplingrefers to the transfer of energy from onecircuit componentto
another through a shared magnetic field. Figure 5.1 shows the inductive link
between two coupled coils [Johnsonetal., 1999].
 
Figure 5.1 Twoinductively coupled coils [Johnson etal., 1999].
When a current i, flows through Coil 1 (primary coil), a magnetic field is
produced and it generates magnetic flux ¢, (represented by the red lines in
Figure 5.1). This magnetic flux is the sum of flux ¢,, through Coil 1 and flux
g,, through Coil 2. Therefore, the total magnetic flux generated by Coil 1 can be
written as,
=O +dr (5.1)
The magnetic flux through Coil 2 will induce a voltage according to Faraday’s
Law. This voltage results in a current i, flowing through Coil 2 which in turn
produces a magnetic field. This magnetic field also generates magnetic flux Q,
(blue lines in Figure 5.1), part of which passes through Coil 1 (¢,,) and the other
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part does not (¢,,) as represented by Equation 5.2.
9, = G1. + G2 (5.2)
Therefore, the total magnetic flux ¢,’ through one loop of Coil 1 is the sum of
flux components dueto i; andi:
by =+On tbr =+ de (5.3)
Thetotal flux linkage 4, in Coil1 is:
A, =N,6 = Nib, +b, (5.4)
The relationship between the current flowing in a coil and the generated
magnetic flux is:
. Ni=~ (5.5)
where N is the numberofturnsofthe coil and L is the coil’s self-inductance. The
flux linkage part V,¢,, due to i, is related to the mutual inductance M between
these two coils and can be expressedas:
No. =+Mi, (5.6)
The sign ‘+’ accountsfor different directions of current flows in the two coupled
coils. Substituting Equations 5.5 and 5.6 into Equation 5.4, The following
equation is obtained:
A, = Li, + Mi, (5.7)
Similarly, the total magnetic flux linkage in Coil 2 can be written as:
A, = L,i, + Mi, (5.8)
where L, and L> in the above two equationsare self-inductance of Coil 1 and
Coil 2, respectively. According to Faraday’s Law,the relationship between a
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varying magnetic field and the induced voltage in a conductoris given by:
- OB -V -dl=-|,—-ds 5.9qv -dl=-J.— (5.9)
Applying this equation to a coil, the voltage drop across the two terminals of the
coil can be expressed in terms of the change of the magnetic flux linkages N@
with respect to time? as follows:
__4 Rg =AODV= ee - (5.10)
Equation 5.10 can be usedto calculate the voltage drops across in Coil 1 and Coil
2:
yp, DpBnOe (5.11)dt at at
y, =) a9 Geyy (5.12)dt > dt dt
These two equations can be used to calculate the voltage drops in the proposed
sensor and in its reader. Figure 5.2 showsthe electrical model of the sensor and
the reader [Johnson,et al., 1999].
   ¥ ¥
Reader Sensor
  
Figure 5.2 Electrical model of the LC resonant sensor
with readoutcircuit [Johnson,et al., 1999].
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Here the excitation voltage in the reader is assumed to be a sinusoidal waveform
with angular frequency of w. The voltage drop in the reader and the sensor can
be derived from Equations 5.11 and 5.12:
V, = joLI, - joMI, (3.13)
V, =-joL,I, + joMI, (5.14)
The load impedance Z, of the sensor can be expressed as
Z,=R,-— (5.15)
2
 
where R2 and C>? denote the resistance and capacitance of the sensor’s resistive
and capacitive components, respectively. As V,=J,Z,, Equation 5.14 can be
rewritten as:
joMI,
J .R,- + joL2 oC, JOL,
I, = (5.16)
 
Taking Equation 5.16 into Equation 5.13, the following equation is derived:
aoM7I,
1R, + j| aL, -27 / [ 2. C, )
Equation 5.17 expresses theoretically the voltage drops on the reader side. When
V, = joL,l, + (5.17)
 
M=0,thatis, there is no coupled coil around the reader antenna, the voltage at the
terminals of the antenna is given by the first term of Equation 5.17. When the
reader is coupled with the LC sensor coil, the magnitude of voltage change is
determined by the second term of the equation.
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5.1.2 Reader Detecting Principle
From the previous section, it was shown that when the LC resonance sensor
enters the time-variant magnetic field of the reader antenna, a change can be
detected in the voltage across the reader coil. The detection of this voltage
change is accomplished through monitoring the impedance change in the reader
antenna.
The impedance of the reader a in the absence of the sensor is given by the
following equation:
Z, =R,+jol, (5.18)
However, during operation, the impedance on the reader side becomes:
a’M?a (5.19)
Ry + iol -x)
Z,° =R, + jol,+
ac,
At resonant frequency @, i.e.@=Q@, = , the impedance of the sensora
VLC;
becomes purely resistive [Akar, 2001], which means that the impedance is
reduced to R2. Therefore, the impedance of the reader antenna at @, becomes:
(® -M)’Z,° (@) = R, + jOL,+ (5.20)
2
During operation, a periodic signal, whose frequency is varied over a range
around the sensor resonant frequency, is generated to interrogate the sensor. The
impedance of the reader antenna is then monitored. At a specific frequency
corresponding to the resonant frequency of the sensor, an abrupt change of the
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impedance will occur. This resonant frequency is then detected and this provides
the information about the pressure to which the sensoris subjected.
The change is more easily detected if the phase of the impedance is monitored.
The approximate magnitude of the impedance phase dip Ag,,,is given by
Equation 5.21 [Akar, 2001].
o,M?Ao, = tan(—_—_ 5.21Pip CTR, ) (5.21)
5.2 Selection of System Operating Frequency
The selection of the system operating frequency, and therefore the sensor
resonant frequency, is vitally important in the design of an LC type pressure
sensor because the sensor configuration, system detection range, external reader
cost, and operating safety are all influenced by this parameter. Several issues
need to be taken into account whenselecting the sensor operating frequency
which will be discussed below.
5.2.1 Operation Safety
During operation, the proposed LC resonant type pressure sensor will be
subjected to an electromagnetic field. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the
biological effects of the electromagnetic field on the body.
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Tissue warming is the most prominent biological effect induced by
electromagnetic field. An LC resonant pressure sensor operates in the radio
frequency (RF) range. The RF spectrum is divided into eight bands according to
the wave’s frequency (Table 5.1). Each band is associated with different energy
and other characteristics [Hickman, 2006]. The SHF and EHF bandsare often
referred to as the microwave spectrum. The energy of RF wavesisrelatively low
and is unlikely to cause any ionisation, which can break the DNA molecules of a
living cell and damage the tissue. However, this energy can be converted into
thermal energy, resulting in tissue warming.
Table 5.1 Radio Frequency Spectrum [Hickman, 2006]
 
 
 
Designation Abbreviation Frequencies
Extremely Low Frequency ELF 3Hz — 30Hz
Super Low Frequency SLF 30Hz — 300Hz
Ultra Low Frequency ULF 300Hz — 3kHz
Very Low Frequency VLF 3kHz - 30kHz
Low Frequency LF 30kHz -300kHz
Medium Frequency MF 300kHz - 3MHz
High Frequency HF 3MHz - 30MHz
Very High Frequency VHF 30MHz - 300MHz
Ultra High Frequency UHF 300MHz- 3GHz
Super High Frequency SHF 3GHz- 30GHz
Extremely High Frequency EHF 30GHz - 300 GHz  
The concept of penetration depth can be used to describe the effect of different
frequency of electromagnetic field to the body. An electric field E passing
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through a medium of conductivity o can generate heat at a rate ofoE”’.
Table 5.2 EM wavespenetrating depth in human tissue [Johnson, 1972]
 
 
 
Muscle, skin and tissues Fat, bone andtissues with
Frequency with high water content low water content
ee  anim) depthnm o (mS/m) tem
1 400 913 -- --
10 G25 216 -- --
27.12 612 143 10.9 — 43.2 1590
40.68 693 112 12.6 — 52.8 1180
100 889 66.6 19.1 — 75.9 604
200 1280 47.9 25.8 — 94.2 392
300 1370 38.9 31.6 — 107 321
433 1430 35.7 37.9-—118 262
750 1540 31.8 49.8 — 138 230
915 1600 30.4 55.6 — 147 177
1500 1770 24.2 70.8 — 171 139
2450 2210 17 96.4 — 213 112
3000 2260 16.1 110 — 234 97.4
5000 3920 7.88 162 — 309 66.7    
Penetration depth is defined as the distance at which the power density of the
propagating wave decreases to 1/e’ of its value at the surface of the body
[Johnson, 1972]. Table 5.2 shows the influences of different body parts on
penetration depth. The penetration depth decreases with operating frequency,
which indicates that RF waves at high frequencies are morelikely to be absorbed
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and may therefore to cause more tissue warming. Finkenzeller reported that the
absorption rate of 100 kHz RF waves for water or non-conducting substancesis
lowerbya factor of 10° than it is at 1 GHz [Finkenzeller, 2003].
5.2.2 Detecting Range
The detecting range of the sensing system is dependent upon several factors such
as the reader antenna configuration, sensor power consumption, operating power
of the reader, system sensitivity etc. The system operating frequency greatly
affects the achievable sensor detecting range.
In general, sensors operating at low frequencies have less communication ranges
than those operating at high frequencies. This is because higher frequency is
associated with greater energy and thus the RF signal can travel a longer distance.
The data transfer rate is also affected by operating frequencies. Lower
frequencies have slowerdata transfer rates. Passive radio frequency identification
(RFID) systems operate in radio frequency ranges which employ a similar
principle to that of an LC resonant sensor. Table 5.3 shows the communication
ranges of passive RFID systemsat different operating frequencies from LF band
to microwave band [Finkenzeller, 2003]. It can be seen clearly that systems
operating at microwave band have much longer communication distance than
systemsat low operating frequencies.
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Table 5.3 Communication Range for Passive RFID Systems [Finkenzeller, 2003]
 
 
Frequency Band Common Frequency Communication Range
LF 125 to 135 kHz 20 to 100 cm
HF 13.56 MHz 10 to 70 cm
UHF 868 to 928 MHz 3 to 10m
Microwave 2.45 GHz 3m to 30m
(SHF & EHF) 5.8 GHz 3m to 100m  
5.2.3 Sensor Size
The selection of the operating frequency is also restricted by the sensor size.
Equation 2.2 indicates that the resonant frequency of an LC type pressure sensor
is inversely proportional to the inductance and capacitance of the sensor
components. Consequently, if a sensor is chosen to operate at low resonant
frequencies, then its inductance or capacitance will have to be large. However,
large inductance or capacitance is usually associated with a large physicalsize.
For example, the increase ofa coil’s inductance is often achieved by increasing
the numberof turns. If the coil’s line width and spacing have been determined,
increasing the numberofturns will result in a larger coil size. As the available
space for the coil is limited, the allowable size of the sensor is an important
consideration in the choice of the sensor operation frequency.
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5.2.4 Interference and Licensing
The proposed sensor system generates and radiates electromagnetic wavesandis
legally classified as a radio system. The use of RF spectrum is governed by
legislation. To avoid the possible interference from and to nearby radio
frequency users such as television or mobile telephone, the sensor system
requires a license from authorised organisations such as European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) in Europe or the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States. An alternative
is to operate the sensor system in an unlicensed frequency band. There is a
frequency range reserved specifically for industrial, scientific or medical
applications known as the ISM band. The ISM frequency band in European
Union and the United States is set to 402-405MHz for ultra low power medical
implants [Finkenzeller, 2003]. It is also known as Medical Implant
Communications Service (MICS) band in America.
The required minimum communication distance for the proposed sensor system
is approximately 30 to 40cm. Overthis short distance, it is unlikely to interfere
with other radio services. Therefore, the only requirement is to eliminate
disruptions from other radio frequency signals especially when the sensoris for
home-based medical monitoring.
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In conclusion, the operating frequency of the sensor can be chosen from LF to
UHF bands. When operating at low frequency bands, the sensor is unlikely to
cause any biological problems to the patient. However, the communication
distance between the reader and the sensor will be too limited. Another
disadvantage associated with low operating frequencies is the requirement of
large sensor size, which is not acceptable for this application where small size is
an essential requirement. In contrast, a sensor operating at high frequenciesis
more easily detectable even over large distances. Another important advantage is
that it can be made smaller so that it can be easily deployed in the aorta. The
potential disadvantages include tissue warming and higher cost of the reader
system. Considering the tradeoffs between energy absorption by the tissue and
maximal communication distance, it was proposed that the sensor should be
designed to work in HF band at 10-20MHz.
5.3 Design of the Coil
The inductive component is the most important part in an LC type pressure
sensor since it is directly related to the system power transmission efficiency.
This inductive component can be a wire-wound coil or a micro-fabricated coil
which is integrated in a substrate such as silicon, glass or gallium arsenide
(GaAs). However, a wire-woundcoil is too bulky and is therefore unsuitable for
implantation in the body. In addition, it requires extra bonding and packaging
steps to be connected with other components of the sensor. Hencean integrated
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coil is the only choice for the inductive component of the sensor. Nevertheless,
due to the planar fabrication process, integrated coils suffer from less flexible
layouts and noticeable parasitic effects(see Section 5.3.4.1), namely parasitic
resistance and capacitance, which can significantly decrease the power
transmission efficiency. Hence one of the main objectives of this project is to
develop an integrated micro-coil with low parasitic resistance and capacitance.
5.3.1 Inductor Metrics
Aninductor is a component whichstores energy in the form of magnetic field.It
has an associated inductance and quality factor. Inductance measures how much
energy can be stored in this inductor while the quality factor acts as a metric of
the energy storage efficiency.
5.5551 Inductance
From Ampere’s Law,a current flowing through a conductor produces a magnetic
field. This time-varying magnetic filed is capable of producing a flow of current
through another conductor — this is called inductance. The inductance L of an
inductoris defined as theratio of the total magnetic flux linkage to the current /
through the inductor [Finkenzeller, 2003]:
L= Ne (3.22)I
where N is the number of turns of the coil and ¢ is the magnetic flux. The
inductance of an inductor can be simply expressed as:
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L= = (5.23) 
where E, is the energy stored in the magnetic field.
The inductance of a coil depends on its physical characteristics. From
Greenhouse’s Theory, inductance can be separated into two parts, ie., self
inductances of metal lines and mutual inductances between these lines
[Greenhouse, 1974]. The mutual inductanceis positive when the currents flow in
the samedirection in the lines and negative for currents in the opposite directions.
Therefore, a coil has more inductance than a straight wire of the same material
and a coil with more turns has more inductance than a coil with fewer turns.
5.3.1.2 Quality Factor
Quality factor is a property associated with all energy storage elements.
Fundamentally, it represents the ratio of the amount of energy stored in a device
to the amount of energy dissipated in that device. The quality factor Q is
generally defined using the energy stored per cycle and the energy dissipated per
cycle as:
QO sa on we (5.24)
dissipated
Depending on the specific application, quality factor can be defined in terms of
impedance, bandwidth and phase definition [Peter, 2004]. According to the
bandwidth definition, the quality factor Q of a coil can be expressedasfollows:
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OLQ=7 (5.25)
where @,, L and R are the angular intrinsic resonant frequency, self-inductance
and resistance of the coil, respectively. For an LC resonant sensor, the quality
factor is a measure ofthe efficiency of the receiver coil. The higher the quality
factor, the better the performance with respect to the energy transmission.
5.3.2 Layout of the Integrated Coil
The fabrication of integrated coils for power transfer has been reported in
literature [Yue, 1999; Lee, 2001; Danesh, 2002; Wan, 2003]. Different
configurations were suggested by these researchers in order to construct
integrated coils with high quality factor. There are several topologies available
for the layout of the integrated coils such as solenoid, square spiral, circular
spiral and multi-layer types etc. These coil topologies will be compared with the
aim of selecting the most suitable coil layout for this project.
5.3.2.1 Spiral versus Solenoid Design
An integrated coil can be configured in different geometries such as loop,
meander, spiral or solenoid inductors as shown in Figure 5.3 [Carchon, 2003].
Assuming that these four inductors are constructed with the same conductive
material and the same length, those with the spiral and solenoid configurations
will exhibit much higher inductances than the other two configurations. This is
because the positive mutual inductances between the segments of these two
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inductors are much higher. Solenoid type inductors can provide larger inductance
than spiral type inductors. However, because of the planar fabrication feature of
MEMStechnology, its fabrication process is far more complicated than that of
planar spiral inductors. In addition, the realisation of a solenoid inductor on a
substrate needs the building of a large numberof vertical lines to connect the
planar metal lines lying on each layer. This may introduce prohibitively large
resistance values. As for spiral inductors, the nearest metal lines exhibit positive
mutual inductance with each other. This allowsspiral inductors to create a larger
inductance within a given area than other planar layouts.
  
= d
Figure 5.3 Layout topologiesof (a) loop inductor; (b) meander inductor;
(c) spiral inductor; (d) solenoid inductor [Carchon, 2003].
5.3.2.2 Spiral N-Side Polygon versus Circular Design
Several topologies exist within the domain of spiral inductors. The spiral
inductor can be constructed as circular or n-sided polygon shape (n>3). Research
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has shownthat polygonspiral coils with high value of n andcircular spiral coils
can producecoils with the highest quality factor and with very uniform magnetic
fields [Pieters, 2001]. This is because the sharp corners of low n value polygons
result in sharp field discontinuities at these corners. Therefore, circular and high
value of n sides polygon spiral shapes are preferred. However, the actual shape
of the coil is restricted by another factor. After the completion of wafer-level
fabrication, sensorswill be separated from the wafer using a process called wafer
dicing [Maluf, 2000; Miller, 2005]. The dicing process is accomplished by laser
cutting or mechanical sawing, as shown in figure 5.4. Due to this feature,
although MEMS components can be any shape generated bystraight lines, the
most commonshapesare rectangular or square.
   
  
Sensor
=( fers
Saw
 
  
Figure 5.4 Schematic of MEMS micromachining process.
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Carchon compared the inductance ofa circular spiral coil and a squarespiral coil
with equivalent areas [Carchon, 2003]. These two coils have the same cross
section of metal line and the same distance between two adjacent lines. In the
case when the square coil is fabricated on a square substrate while the circular
coil is on a circular shape substrate (Figure 5.5a), it was found that the circular
coil has higher inductance and quality factor than that of the square one. When
both of the two spiral coils are constructed on square substrates with equivalent
areas (Figure 5.5b), Carchon found that the square spiral coil had higher
inductanceperunit area than the circular one.
  
 
 
           
b
Figure 5.5 A square spiral coil anda circular coil with equivalent area
consumption.(a) coils on square and circular substrates;
(b) coils on two square substrates.
5.3.2.3 Square versus Rectangular Design
Chapter 1 indicates that the maximum allowed width and length of the sensorare
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about 6mm and 10mm,respectively. So the coil can be constructed as a square
shape (6mmx6mm)or a rectangular shape (6mm*10mm). The advantage of a
rectangularcoil is that a larger inductance, and therefore a higher quality factor,
can be achieved compared with a square one. However, as mentioned in Section
1.3.2, the proposed sensor was designed to be delivered into the aneurysm sac
from a small incision of the femoral artery, a sensor with rectangular shape will
be moredifficult to be delivered through the artery than a square sensor. Thisis
because during this process, the position of the sensor needs to be constantly
adjusted so as to go through the winding artery path smoothly to reach the
aneurysm sac. Therefore, a square spiral coil was chosenfor this project.
5.3.2.4 Single-layer Square Spiral versus Multi-layer Square Spiral Design
For a given area, the square spiral coil can be designed as multi-layer structure
using additional metallisation. Figure 5.6 shows a two-layer square spiral coil
which is formed by two single square spiral coils connected in series.
 
Figure 5.6 Layout of a two-layercoil.
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The advantage of this layout is that in a limited planar area, an inductor with
higher inductance can be realised compared to a single-layer coil. This results
from the positive mutual inductance between the metal lines of these spiral coils
on each layer. However, the parasitic capacitive coupling between these
single-layer coils can greatly reduce the self-resonant frequency of the coil
[Peters, 2004]. Therefore, when the coil is connected to a tuning capacitor to
form an LC resonant circuit, the resonant frequency of this circuit will be
affected by the capacitances of the tuning capacitor and the coil. As a result, the
sensitivity of this circuit in response to capacitance changes of the tuning
capacitor will be reduced.
5.3.3. Loss Mechanismsin Spiral Coils
In order to establish a physical model to characterise the square spiral coil, the
loss mechanismsin spiral coils need to be fully investigated. These include eddy
currents, skin effect and proximityeffect.
5.3.3.1 Eddy Currents
An alternating current moving through a conductive material will create an
alternating magnetic field around it. If this field is intersected by a nearby
conductor, a small circular current will be induced within the conductor. These
circular currents are called eddy currents. The induced eddy currents create
alternating magnetic fields to oppose the change of the original alternating
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magnetic field, resulting in a loss in efficiency with which the field can change
direction [Peters, 2004].
Eddy currents dissipate energy in the form of heat as they flow through the
conductor. The higher the operating frequency, the stronger the induced magnetic
field. Consequently, the current that is induced will be greater and hence more
energy will be dissipated. Therefore, in order to increase the efficiency of energy
transmission, it is preferable to operate the wireless pressure sensor at low
frequencies.
5.3.3.2 Skin Effect
The skin effect refers to the phenomenon that an alternating current tends to
distribute itself on the surface of a conductorrather than in its core. It is caused
by eddy currents which produce opposing magnetic fields in a conductor. When
at high frequencies, these opposing fields are strongest in the centre of the
conductor, causing the current density in this region to decrease sharply. As a
result, currents flow on the surface of the conductor and the effective electrical
resistance is increased.
Skin depth is used to describe how deeply the current and magnetic flux can
‘penetrate’ into a material. At an operating frequency of @, the skin depth 6
of a material can be calculated by the following equation [Cheng, 1989]:
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2=== (5.26)
where jz is the magnetic permeability of the substance in which this material is
placed and p istheelectricalresistivity of the material.
Skin effect in a conductor at a particular frequency can be ignored if the skin
depth is significantly larger than the thickness of the conductor. For this reason,
the radius of metallines in a coil is normally designed to be smaller than the skin
depth at operating frequencies. As an example, consider a spiral coil with copper
lines operating at a frequency of 20MHz. From Equation 5.26, the skin depth of
the copper wire is calculated to be 14.66um (the resistivity of copper is
approximately 1.7x10°° Q.m, and magnetic permeability ofair is 1.26% 10° H/m).
If the width and thickness of the copper lines are designed to be less than
2x14.66um, then the frequency dependent resistance of the coil will be
negligible. However, other constraints also need to be taken into account when
determiningthe actual line thickness or width.
5.3.3.3 Proximity Effect
The proximity effect is also the result of eddy currents. A changing magnetic
field induces eddy currents within a conductor. If similar currents are also
flowing through one or more nearby conductors, such as within a closely wound
coil of wire, the distribution of current within the conductor will be constrained
to smaller regions. The resulting current crowding is termed as proximity effect
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[Peters, 2004].
Proximity effect in a spiral coil is dependent upon the distance between adjacent
metal lines and the operating frequency. Thecloserthe distance, the stronger the
proximity effect. Additionally, the higher the operating frequency, the stronger
the proximity effect. However, previous research has shown that when operating
at frequencies below 1GHz,the proximity effect between the turns of a spiral coil
is negligible [Musunuri, 2005]. Since the proposed pressure sensor is designed to
operate between 10-20MHz, the proximity effect of the coil metal lines can be
ignored.
5.3.4 Characterisation of a Square Spiral Coil
In order to achieve optimal energy transmission efficiency between the sensor
andthe reader, it is necessary to set up a theoretical model for the square spiral
coil. This would also provide a better understanding of the influence of parasitic
effects on the sensor performance.Inthis section, the definitions and calculations
of coil’s parasitic resistance, parasitic capacitance, self-inductance, and quality
factor are introduced.
A spiral coil is characterised by several parameters. The numberof turns, metal
line width and thickness, spacing between lines and spacing to ground all
influence the electrical properties and losses of the coil. Neagu has derived
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formulae for the characteristics of a square spiral coil deposited onto a silicon
substrate covered with an insulating silicon dioxide (SiOz) film [Neagu, 1997].
The cross-section of the coil is shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 Schematic of a square spiral coil [Neagu, 1997].
5.3.4.1 Parasitic Elements
Parasitic elements in an integrated spiral coil include parasitic resistance and
parasitic capacitance. Since an inductor is intended for storing magnetic energy,
the inevitable resistance and capacitance in a real inductor are undesirable and
are therefore considered as parasitic. The parasitic resistances dissipate energy
through ohmic loss while the parasitic capacitances store unwanted electric
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energy [Yue, 1999].
a. Parasitic Resistance
The parasitic resistance ofa spiral coil consists of series resistance andparallel
resistance. Series resistance is caused bytheelectrical resistivity of the coil metal
lines, while parallel resistance is due to the finite resistance of the insulating
layer on which the coil is placed. The series resistance of a coil can be divided
into two parts: frequency independent resistance and frequency dependent
resistance. The frequency independentpart is the DC resistance of the coil metal
lines which can be found by Ohm’s Law.
Assume that a is the meanradiusofthe coil which can be expressed as:
a=(D+D,)/4=(1+a@)D/4 (5.27)
where D; and D are the inner and outer diameters of the coil, respectively, @ is
the ratio of the inner and outer diameters and a = D,/D, the length of the metal
lines is:
1=8Na=2N(1+a)D (5.28)
where N is the numberofturns of the coil. If we set the pitch of the coil is
denoted as p=x,+b, where x,and 6 are the distance between two adjacent
turns and wire width ofthe coil, respectively. Then NV can be expressed as:
_(l-@)D+2x, _ (l-a)D
2p 2pN (5.29)
Substituting the above equation into Equation 5.28, the following equation is
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obtained:
_( —a’)D?
P
/ (5.30)
Therefore, the frequency independentresistance ofthe coil can be expressed as:
pl _p:-D*(1-a*)=f= 5.31pe =e h-b-p (5.31)
where ph and 5 are the electrical resistivity, the height and width of the coil
metal lines, respectively.
The frequency dependentresistance results from the skin effect and proximity
effect which have been introduced in previous sections. When the skin depth is
smaller than the half width of the wire and the skin effect cannot be ignored, the
DC resistance should be corrected accordingly. Butterworth derived an
approximation equation fora spiral coil with N > 35 considering these twoeffects
[Butterworth, 1926]:
1 (b/2 b/2
Ra = Ryep +42h+Uu:(22) (5.32)
The variable u in the above equation depends on the value of the ratio of the
coil’s winding depth 7, and the outer diameter D. Table 5.4 gives the values of u
in different coil configurations.
The parallel resistance of an integrated coil is determined by the resistance of the
substrate on whichthe coil is placed. Considering the integrated coil is placed on
a substrate with an insulating layer which has a thickness of x2 and electrical
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resistivity ofp,, as shown in Figure 5.8, then its parallel resistance R, can be
expressed as [Neagu, 1997]:
Table 5.4 Correction parameter u [Butterworth, 1926]
R ms Pin "xX,
Pp bl
 
 
 
Ew u Vy u
D D
0.000 3290 0.250 4.749
0.025 3.315 0.275 5.041
0.050 3.373 0.300 5.364
0.075 3.459 0.325 5.718
0.100 3.567 0.350 6.104
0.125 2.102 0.375 6.523
0.150 3.859 0.400 6.968
0.175 4.042 0.425 7.436
0.200 4.251 0.450 7.911
0.225 4.486 0.475 8.638
0.250 4.749 0.500 8.638   
 
Insulating layer
Figure 5.8 Parallel resistance of an integrated coil [Neagu, 1997].
D
Substrate
 
 
(5. 33)
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Substituting Equation 5.28 into the above equation:
Pin : Xp Pk, = 4+ -SS 5.34. b D*(l-a@’) O84)
The parallel resistance can be ignored in mostpractical situations as it is much
greater than theseriesresistance.
b. Parasitic Capacitances
The parasitic capacitances of the square spiral coil consist of three parts: (1) the
capacitance between the segments ofthe coil, Cys, (2) the capacitance between
the coil and its substrate, C.,, and (3) the capacitance betweenthe coil’s contact
pads andsubstrate, C,;. Figure 5.9 shows these parasitic capacitances and their
electrical equivalentcircuit [Neagu, 1998].
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Figure 5.9 Parasitic capacitancesofa spiral coil between(a) coil’s segments C's,
 
 
  
coil and substrate C,;; (b) contact pads and substrate Cast (©)
electrical equivalent of parasitic capacitances [Neagu, 1998].
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These parasitic capacitances can be calculated from the following equations:
 
 
 
 
c, = 26 Ph 4g -—*P (5.35)p-b D(l-a@)
2c, = £2 PP 4a?) (5.36)
X,P
& A,-- 5.3a (5.37)
where ¢, is the permittivity of the material between the coil segments, €, is
the permittivity of the insulating material, and A,» is the area of contact pads. The
total parasitic capacitance C,,can be determined from the equivalent circuit
shown in Figure 5.9(c) and is given by:
Cp CutCu5m (5.38)
5.3.4.2  Self-Inductance
The self-inductance ofcoils of various shapes and structures can be calculated by
using different techniques. Some of them are readily available from references
[Maxwell, 1954; Terman, 1943; Grover, 1946; Welsby, 1960; Greenhouse, 1974].
In the following sections, three techniques are briefly introduced including
approximate forms, Greenhouse approach and finite element method. These
approaches will be used to calculate the self-inductance of the proposed square
spiral coil shown in Figure 5.13.
a. Approximation Forms
Approximation forms are widely used in calculating the inductance ofcoils with
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different shapes such ascircular, rectangular, multiple-layer, and solenoid coils.
For a squarespiral coil operating at low-frequencies, the approximate equation of
its self-inductance can be expressed as [Neagu, 1997]:
 2D pn. paqno)l por (-@)Laid-a"Xl-a n=.0.203 (2.0.06 (5.39)
where yz is the relative permeability of air, (4 = 47: 10°’ H/m). It can be seen
from this equation that at low frequencies, the inductance of a spiral coil does not
change with metal line thickness.
b. Greenhouse Method
Greenhouse introduced a simple method for estimating the inductance of
rectangular spiral coils. The Greenhouse’s method states that the overall
inductance of a planar coil can be derived by calculating inductance of each
straight segment and the mutual inductance between these segments [Greenhouse,
1974].
A schematic explanation of Greenhouse model is shown in Figure 5.10 with
arrow direction corresponding to the direction of the current flow in each
segment of a two-turn planar coil. The total self-inductance of these straight
segments L, can be expressed as:
L, = Ls, + Ls, + Ls, + Ls, + Ls, + Ls, +Ls, + Ls, (5.40)
where Ls,...Lss are the self-inductance of each straight segment.
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Figure 5.10 A schematic explanation of Greenhouse’s
model [Greenhouse, 1974].
For a straight conductor with length /, width b and thickness h, its self-inductance
L, is given by:
-) +0s0049+224 (5.41) L, = 0.0021. nl 2!b+ 3]
The total mutual inductance of these segments M is the sum of the mutual
inductance between twostraight segments:
M = Ms;s, + Ms,s, +...+ Ms,5, + ...+ Msgs, + Ms,s, + . Mss, (5.42)
where Ms,s,,Ms,s,,....Ms,s, are the mutual inductance between two straight
segments.
The mutual inductance between two segments of a coil depends on their angle of
intersection, length and separation.It is positive whenthe directions of current on
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these segments are in the same direction, and negative when the directions of
currents are opposite directions. For example, in Figure 5.10 the mutual
inductance between Segment 1 and Segment 5 is positive, while it is negative
between Segment 1 and Segment 3. Two segments orthogonal to each other have
no mutual inductance since the magnetic flux is not linked together. The mutual
inductance between two conductor segments with equal length of / is given by:
M =2IF (5.43)
where F is the mutual inductance parameter whichis expressed as:
| |I ry]? ay |° aF=Inj| — |+|1+| — —| 14+) — +— (5.44)d d l l
The total self-inductance of the coil can be calculated from the following
equation:
L=L,+M (5.45)
c. Finite Element Method
The approximation and Greenhouse methods have shown their advantages in
estimating the inductances of relatively simple coil shapes and structures.
However, for complicated coils, for example, coil formed with varied
cross-section wires, or multi-layer coils, it is difficult to accurately estimate their
inductances by using these techniques. In such cases, the most appropriate
solution is to use the finite element method.
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Thefirst step of any finite element simulationis to discretize the actual geometry
of a structure using a collection of finite elements. Each finite element represents
a discrete portion of the physical structure. The finite elements are joined by
shared nodes. The simulation results are based on these nodes and elements.
Many commercial or open-source software packages are available to simulate
integrated coils such as FastHenry [Fastmodel, 2007], ASITIC [Meyer, 2000],
Sonnet Lite [Sonnet, 2007] and CoventorWare. These software packages employ
different algorithms to calculate the coil inductance, resistance, capacitance or
self-resonance by solving Maxwell’s equations, which govern the relationship
between the electric fields and magnetic fields. Each software package hasits
advantages and limitations. For example, FastHenry reduces the computing time
significantly compared to other packages. However, it can only model eddy
currents and proximity effect but not high frequency capacitive loss or
self-resonance. In addition, the fabrication process of an integrated coil cannot be
specified in FastHenry which hasinfluence on the coil substrate losses. ASITIC
can specify coil fabrication process and the effects of nearby conductive or
dielectric materials on the losses and quality factor, but it is time consuming for
simulating coils with large numbers of turns and small track widths [Peters,
2004]. Simulation module MemHenry is employed in CoventorWare to solve
integrated coils. It can rapidly complete the extraction of frequency-dependent
resistance and inductance for micro-coils with complicated 3-D structures. The
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main feature of MemHenry isthat it can perform parametric study analysis which
allows the designer to be able to analyse inductance dependence on position,
dimension, or mechanical deformation. The major disadvantage is that the
information of capacitive loss and self resonance of integrated coils are not
available.
5.3.4.3 Quality-Factor of the Sensor
The coil in the sensor has two functions. It serves as a means of acquiring power
via inductive coupling as well as a means of transmitting the measured data to
outside detection system. In the medical environment, the sensor is required to
achieve a sufficient communication distance between the sensor and the reader.
This distance is affected by a numberoffactors. The quality factor of the sensor
plays a keyrole in ensuring a maximal operating distance. Equation 5.25 defines
the quality factor of a coil. For an LC resonantcircuit, the coil is connected with
a tuning capacitor. Figure 5.11 shows the equivalent circuit of an LC resonant
sensor, where L, R, Cy are the self-inductance, parasitic resistance and parasitic
capacitance of the coil, respectively, and Cyne is the capacitance of the connected
capacitor.In this situation, the Q-factor of the sensor needs to be calculated.
From Equation 2.1, the resonant frequency ofthe sensoris:
od (5.46)wt AEG, Cag)
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Figure 5.11 Equivalentcircuit of an LC resonant sensor.
This equation implies that when a coil is connected in series with a capacitor to
form an LC circuit, the resonant frequency of this circuit is lower than the
intrinsic resonant frequency of this coil. Substituting the above equation into
Equation 5.25 the following equation is obtained:
L 1 | L= =— 5.47ORIEC, +C,.) RY Cy + Cane) Ai)
In practice, the parasitic capacitanceof the coil should be kept as low as possible
 
so as to minimise the energy dissipation. This can be achieved by constructing
the coil on a thick insulating layer. Another benefit is the sensitivity of the sensor
will be improved when the parasitic capacitance is kept low as the sensor’s
resonant frequency will mainly depend onthe tuning capacitor.
Whenthe parasitic capacitanceofthe coil is much smaller than that of the tuning
capacitor, Equation 5.47 can be simplified as:
g 2b et L
“ R- RYCtune  (5.48)
The above equation can be used to optimise the design of the square spiral coil.
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In order to get a high quality factor,i.e., high energy transmissionefficiency, the
series resistance of the coil should be made as small as possible so that the
dissipation of energy at resonance is minimised. In addition, its inductance
should be designed to be aslarge as possible in order to store sufficient energy.
The increase of inductance can be achieved by increasing the numberof turns of
the coil. However, increasing the numberofturnsalso increases the coil’s series
resistance. Therefore, tradeoffs must be made between these two parameters.
Another constraint of increasing the inductance is the available technology for
fabricating the coil in a limited space with a large numberofturns.
The nextstep is to define the ratio of the inner and outer diameters of the coil in
order to obtain a maximum quality factor. Substitute Equations 5.31 and 5.39
into Equation 5.48, the following equation for Q is obtained:
 
O= QD -uDhb(1— a) [i (l+@) +-02235=2)..0.76 (5.49)4npp (l-@) (+a)
Equation 5.49 gives a useful guide for designing high quality factor square spiral
coils because the ratio @ can be optimised to achieve a maximum Q value.
Assuming a square planar coil has an outer diameter of 5030um,line width and
thickness of 30m, line space of 10um, at resonant frequency 20MHz the
relationship between its quality factor Q and the ratio of its inner and outer
diameters a can be found in Figure 5.12. It can be seen clearly that a maximum
value of Q is reached at a ~ 0.256.
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Figure 5.12 The relationship between the quality factor and the
ratio of the inner and outer diameters of a planar squarecoil.
5.3.5 Coil Configuration
Based on the above considerations and design principles, two square spiral coils
were designed for the inductive component of the proposed sensor. The
dimensionsof these two coils are shown in Figure 5.13. Both coils have 46 turns
and the outerand inner diameters (as the coil is spiral, the term ‘diameter’ is used
rather than ‘lateral length’ for describing its geometry) are 1370um and 5030um,
respectively. Copper was chosen for the coils’ metal lines (reason will be
explained in Section 5.5.3). It has an electrical resistivity of 1.78x10° Q.m. The
metal lines in Coil | are 30u1m thick and wide, with 10um gap between two
adjacent lines. Coil 2 has the same configuration as Coil 1 except thatits line
thickness is 100u:m. The ratio of the inner and outer diameters of the coils,
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Unit: pm
b=el4 
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Figure 5.13 Dimensionsofthe square spiral coils. (a) layout of the coil tracks and
the contact pad; (b) the cross sections ofthe coil tracks for both coils.
a , was chosen as 0.272 rather than 0.256, which is the optimised dimension for
a square spiral coil for achieving an optimum quality factor. This is because that
in order to achieve @ =0.256, extra turns of the coil would be required. This,
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however, would have an impact on the size of the electrodes of the capacitor
component. Asthe capacitanceof a parallel plate capacitor is determined by the
area of overlap of its electrodes and the distance between the electrodes, a
smaller electrode size will result in a small capacitance value if the distance
between the twoelectrodes is decided. The value of 0.272 was then considered to
be acceptableasit affects very little on the quality factor of the coil (see Figure
5.12) and the proposed pressure sensor can be operated within the preselected
resonant frequency range (10-20MPa). More details of the capacitor will be
revealed in Section 5.6.
Approaches and equations presented in Section 5.3.4 were used to calculate the
self-inductances of these two coils. These results are shown as follows:
=ec| Coil Resistance
The frequency independentresistances of these two coils were derived from
Equation 5.31 and the results are 11.58Q and 3.48 Q for Coil 1 and Coil 2,
respectively. The frequency dependentresistance of the Coil 1 was ignoredas the
metal lines are only slightly thicker than the skin depth of copper (14.66,m)at
20MHz which was calculated in Section 5.3.3.2. The frequency dependent
resistance of Coil 2 was derived from the simulation result as showing in Fig.
5.14. Its resistance at 20MHzis about 9.41 Q.
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CoventorWare was also used to simulate the coils’ resistances for operation
frequencies in the range from 100kHz to 10GHz and theresults are shown in
Figure 5.14. It can be seen that the resistances of the two coils do not change
much from 100kHz to 10MHz. This meansthattheseries resistance of a coil is
mainly contributed by its DC resistance at low operation frequencies. However,
the resistances increase slightly from 10MHz to 100MHz, which indicates that
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Figure 5.14 Resistance simulation results from CoventorWare for (a) Coil 1;
(b) Coil 2 for operating frequencies from 100kHz to 10GHz.
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the skin effect and proximity effect start to contribute to ohmic losses. When the
operation frequency is over 100MHz, the resistance increases dramatically as it
then becomes dominated by the skin and proximity effects.
Comparing coil resistances computed by simulation to those calculated from
Equation 5.31, it can be seen that there is a close match at low operation
frequencies. This indicates that the simulation result is reliable. It is also notable
that the rate of increase in resistance of Coil 2 is higher than that of Coil 1,
especially at high frequencies. Thisis attributed to the proximity effect. At high
operation frequency, the proximity effect generates induced current densities in
each copper turn. Therefore, the ohmic losses integrated over the cross-sectional
area of each turn are larger for thickercoils.
5.3.5.2 Self-inductance
The self-inductance of the two coils was derived from the approaches discussed
in Section 5.3.4.2. The inductance for both of the coils calculated using Equation
5.39 was 7.57H. When using Greenhouse method, the value was 7.55yH.It is
clear that these results agree quite well. A Matlab'™(from Mathworks Inc.)
computing programmewas written to calculate the inductance of these coils and
is shown in Appendix A.
The simulation results from Conventorware are shown in Figure 5.15. It shows
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Figure 5.15 Self-inductance simulation results from CoventorWarefor (a) Coil 1;
(b) Coil 2 at operating frequencies from 100 kHz to 10GHz.
that inductance is not affected much bythe operation frequency. The difference
in inductancein the range of frequencies 100kHz-10GHz for Coil 1 was less than
2 per cent and about 4 per cent for Coil 2. This contrasts with the coil resistances
which show 2-orders of magnitude difference over the same frequency range.
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It can also be seen that these results derived from different methods show a high
degree of agreement. In this design, the inductance results of the two coils were
adopted from the finite element method. However,the real self-inductance of an
integrated coil may differ from the calculated result because of distributed
capacitance. For this reason, inductance calculations are generally used only as a
starting pointin the final design.
The parameters of the two spiral square coils and calculated results are shown in
Table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Coils’ parameters and calculated results
 
 
Parametersandresults Coil 1 Coil 2
1 Numberofturns (N) 46 46
2 Inner diameter Din (um) 1370 1370
3 Outer diameter D (tum) 5030 5030
4 Width of metal lines 6 (um) 30 30
5 Height of metal lines / (um) 30 100
6 Line space x, (tum) 10 10
7 ne.io 11.58 3,48
8 Inductance Z at 20MHz (uH) 7.62 7.40   
5.4 Proposed Sensor Structures
Two sensor structures were designed in this research as it was the aim to
compare the effect of substrate losses on the sensor overall performance, as well
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as exploring the use of different advanced micro-fabrication techniques for
developing high quality factor integrated coils. Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 show
these two proposedsensorstructures. In order to make the view moreclearly, the
46-turn coils are replaced with two 3-turn coils in these figures.
5.4.1 Sensor 1
As shown in Figure 5.16, Sensor 1 consists of a square spiral coil and a pressure
sensitive diaphragm. The coil is embeddedin a silicon substrate. It has 46 turns
and is made of copper. Both the width and thickness of its metal lines are 30m.
The distance between two adjacent lines is 10m. A square copper layer is
located in the central part of the silicon substrate. It is connected to the coil and
acts as the lower electrode of the capacitive component of the LC sensor. The
diaphragm is of a ‘bossed’ type which hasa thick andrigid part in the middle. It
functions as a pressure sensing element as well as the upper electrode of the
capacitor. The use of bossed diaphragm is intendedto increasethe linearity of the
capacitance of the capacitor. The dimension of this bossed diaphragm can be
found in Figure 5.22.
The coil is deposited on the silicon substrate using electroplating technique.
Moulds for the electroplating are fabricated by etching trenches into silicon
substrate using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) technology. The diaphragm is
madeofsilicon and is fabricated by a wet anisotropic etching process. Its back
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side is doped with boron (B) through ion implantation to make it electrically
conductive. Silicon fusion bonding techniqueis used to attach the diaphragm to
the coil. The fabrication process of the coil and the diaphragm will be presented
in Chapter6.
a  
Bossed
diaphragm
Cross-sectional and
exploded view
Coil
Cross-sectional
view of the sensor
 
Figure 5.16 Proposedstructure of Sensor 1.
5.4.2 Sensor 2
Sensor 2 has the similar structures as Sensor 1. However, its coil is built on a
glass substrate as shown in Figure 5.17. The thickness of the coil metal lines is
100um. Thick-film photo-resist is used to form the electroplating mould for the
deposition of the copper layer. In contrast to the bossed diaphragm in Sensor1,
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the silicon diaphragm in Sensor 2 is of a uniform flat type (see Figure 5.22).
Anodic bonding techniqueis used to join these two parts together.
a   
Coil Flat
diaphragm
Cross-sectional and
exploded view
Cross-sectional
view of the sensor
 
Figure 5.17 Proposedstructure of Sensor 2.
5.5 Considerations for Selecting Sensor Structural Material
Several issues need to be taken into account when choosing the structural
material for the sensor. The first is the material long-term stability in harsh
environment. Asthe sensor will be implanted in the body overa long period, the
sensor has to be unaffected by this corrosive saline environment and should
function accurately over the lifetime of the patient. The second is the material
compatibility with current micro-fabrication techniques. As the sensor is to be
developed by employing MEMStechnology, the fabrication and packaging
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techniques for this material have to be well established. Another concern is the
material biocompatibility. If the external surface of the sensor is not
biocompatible, then it has to be coated or encapsulated with biocompatible
material.
In Chapter 2, it was mentioned that the current fabrication technologies used in
MEMSwere derived from those of microelectronics. As a result, many MEMS
products use microelectronics materials such as silicon and gallium arsenide for
the sensing or actuating elements. However, in recent years, many other
materials have been used in MEMSproducts such as quartz, glass, plastics,
polymers, and ceramics etc. The fabrication processes of using these materials
for different applications are well developed and documented. Therefore, one of
the objectives was to explore the use of highly electrical insulating materials as
the coil’s substrate in order to minimiseits resistive and capacitive losses.
5.5.1 Substrate Material for Sensor1
In Sensor 1, silicon was chosen for both the coil substrate material and the
pressure sensing material. Silicon is the most widely used substrate material for
MEMSproducts. It has excellent mechanical properties with Young’s modulus
as high as 197GPa. Silicon is a highly stable single crystal material and shows
nearly no ageing. Insulating or protecting material such as silicon dioxide (SiOz)
and silicon nitride (Sij3N4) can be easily deposited on silicon. All these features
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make silicon an ideal material for long-term medical implantation purposes. By
making the same material for the entire sensor structure, the problem of creep
caused by different coefficient of thermal expansion can be eliminated.
5.5.2 Substrate Material for Sensor 2
Borosilicate glass Pyrex'™ 7740 was chosen for the glass substrate in Sensor2.
Pyrex glass is electrically insulating. The substrate losses due to low material
resistivity are avoided, and therefore, integrated coils with high quality factor
values can be realised. This material is resistant to many chemicals and can
endure exposure to harsh environment. Pyrex glass can be joined to many
different metals and is compatible with MEMSfabrication processes [Hiilsenberg,
1994]. It contains easily movable positive sodium ions to perform anodic wafer
bonding. The thermal expansion coefficient of Pyrex glass (a=3.3 at 20°C)
matches well with that of silicon (a=3 at 20°C) [Kim et al., 2006], so thermal
stress in the sensor structure can be minimised.
5.5.3 Coil Material
The selection of coil material must consider the electrical resistivity of the
material and its compatibility with current MEMSthin-film deposition processes.
A low materialresistivity is the primary concern in realising high quality-factor
micro-coils. There are several techniques available for depositing metal film on
silicon or glass substrate, including electroplating, epitaxy, chemical vapour
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deposition (CVD), evaporation, and sputtering. However, the thickness of the
coil metal lines is over 30um whichis too thick for some of the above techniques.
Therefore, electroplating is the appropriate technique for depositing the coil
material.
Although many metals or metal alloys can be electroplated on silicon or glass
substrate, the most commonly used materials for integrated coil structures are
gold and copper. This is because they have low electrical resisitivities with
excellent adhesion to silicon. Another merit of using gold for micro-coil
structural material is its high chemical resistance when the coil is exposed to
corrosive environment. Table 5.6 showstheelectrical resisitvity of seven metals
which are compatible with electroplating process [Serway, 1998]. Among them,
silver has the lowest resistivity, but its electroplating process on silicon has not
been well established and documented.
Table 5.6 Electrical properties some metals at 20°C [Serway, 1998]
 
 
Material Resistivity (< 10° Qm) Conductivity (x 10’ /Qm)
Silver 1.65 6.06
Copper 1.78 5.62
Gold 2.42 4.13
Aluminium 3.21 0.31
Tungsten 5.4 0.19
Nickel 6.9 0.11
Chromium 13.2 0.08  
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5.6 Capacitor Design
The capacitor in this design is of the variable parallel plate type which consists of
a fixed electrode and a movable electrode. Its capacitance should satisfy the
requirement of the designated resonant frequency of the proposed sensor. This
capacitance should bealso relatively large as it is desirable to have the sensor’s
resonant frequency dominated by variable capacitor rather than the parasitic
capacitance of the coil. For a parallel plate capacitor, large capacitance can be
achieved by keeping the distance between the twoelectrodes as small as possible.
Another benefit of this arrangement is the improved sensitivity of the sensor to
pressure changes. In this section, the size of these two electrodes and the gap
between them as well as the dimensions of the diaphragm used for pressure
sensing will be determined.
5.6.1 Electrodes and Gap
In Section 5.2, the system operating frequency at zero-pressure has been chosen
to be 20MHz. The inductance for Coil 1 and Coil 2 was found through
simulation to be 7.62H and 7.40pH, respectively. Therefore, the required
capacitance of the tuning capacitor for each sensor can be calculated from
Equation 2.1 and this gives 8.32pF for Sensor 1 and 8.56pF for Sensor2. For a
parallel plate capacitor, the capacitance is determined by the area of overlap of
the electrodes A and the distance d between the twoelectrodes accordingto the
expression below:
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C=— (5.50) 
where ¢€, =8.8542x10°"F'-m™ is the permittivity of free space and ¢ is the
relative permittivity. For air, ¢=1.
Asshown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, both of the fixed electrodes are located inside
the square spiral coils. The maximum available construction area for each
electrode is 1370x1370um. Allowing the necessary gap between the electrode
and the coil turns, the actual size of the these two fixed electrode was chosen to
be 1320x1320um. Figure 5.18 showsthe layout of the lowerpart of the pressure
sensor which includesthe fixed electrode, coil, contact pad, and silicon substrate.
The sizes of the movable electrodes of the two sensors were designed to be
slightly bigger than the fixed electrodes (1330x1330um). This is to account for
the tolerance of wafer bonding. Given the abovearea of overlap, the required gap
between the electrodes for Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 determined from Equation 5.50
is 1.83pm and 1.80um, respectively. However, in the final design, the gap was
chosen as 2um for both sensors.
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Figure 5.18 Layout and dimensionsofthe lower part of Sensor 1 and Sensor2.
5.6.2. Diaphragm
5.6.2.1 Diaphragm Types
The movable electrode is a pressure sensitive diaphragm which can cause the
capacitor to change its capacitance in response to pressure changes. Diaphragms
are used as sensing elements both in traditional and MEMS-based pressure
sensors. In general, three types of diaphragms are frequently used in pressure
sensing. These include the flat diaphragm, the bossed diaphragm and the
corrugated diaphragm. Figure 5.19 showsthe cross-sections of these three types
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of diaphragms.
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a
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Figure 5.19 Cross-section ofa (a) flat diaphragm;
     
(b) bossed diaphragm (c) corrugated diaphragm.
Flat diaphragms are the most commonly used sensing elements in pressure
sensors becauseofits simplicity. It is a popular choice for MEMS-basedpressure
sensors due to the planar nature of MEMSfabrication processes. The main
drawbacksofthis type are the relatively small displacement and non-linearity.
A bossed diaphragm is also a flat diaphragm but with a thicker centre portion.
The reason of making a boss in a diaphragm is to increase the rigidity in the
centre so as to get higher stresses for a given deflection compared with flat
diaphragms. Thisis particularly useful when strain gauges are mounted on the
diaphragms for electrical signal transduction [Park, 2002]. Other advantages
include improved linearity and sensitivity, which is suitable for sensing low
pressures.
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Corrugations can increase the sensitivity and linearity of a diaphragm especially
when the diaphragm is subjected to large displacements. As flat diaphragms
frequently have built-in stresses, the corrugated structure is an effective way to
release these stresses. Therefore, the mechanical sensitivity of the diaphragm can
be significantly improved. Employing corrugated diaphragms for different
applications has been reported in a numberof researches. Wang et al. developed
a deeply corrugated silicon diaphragm for a condenser microphone [Wang,2003].
Neagu suggested a corrugated silicon nitride membrane for a medical
micro-actuator [Neagu, 1996]. Different types of corrugations can be etched into
diaphragmssuch astriangular, rectangular, trapezoidal, etc. The behaviour of
such a diaphragm is affected by the corrugation depth, wavelength, and the
thickness and material property of the diaphragm.
In this research, only the performance offlat diaphragm and bossed diaphragm
was studied. This is because the main interest was to compare the influence of
the deflection of different diaphragms to the capacitance, and in turn, to the
resonant frequency ofthe sensor.
5.6.2.2. Theory of Diaphragms
Before establishing analytical models for the flat and bossed diaphragms, the
following assumptions need to be made:
e The materials of the diaphragms are homogenousandisotropic
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e The edgesofthe diaphragms are clamped and can be modelled by built-in
boundary conditions;
e Theresidualstress is neglected;
e The applied pressure is uniform and is normal to the plane of the
diaphragm;
e The deflection of the diaphragm is smaller than its thickness,
e The elastic limit of the material is not exceeded.
a. Deflection of the Square Flat Diaphragm
Figure 5.20 showsthe cross-section of a square flat diaphragm:
 
  4 Q ‘
Figure 5.20 Cross-section of a square flat diaphragm.
Based onthetheoryofflat plate with small deflection, the deflection of any point
on a rectangular diaphragm under uniform pressure could be calculated by
solving the followingpartial differential equation [Bin, 1987]:
V'd(x, y) = = (5.51)
E-t
*~ 190-v?) C92)
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at a" a"iax’ ax? +0y? ay" (5.53)
where P is the applied pressure, A, is the bending stiffness of the diaphragm, F
and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the diaphragm material,
respectively, and ¢ denotes the thickness of diaphragm. For a square diaphragm
with side length of a under uniform pressure P, the maximum deflection w,
occurs at the centre of the diaphragm and can be calculated by the following
equation [Beeby, 2004]:
0.0138Pa‘Ww, =—.—Ee (5.54)
The deflection of the diaphragm at coordinate (x, y) is governed by [Beeby,
2004]:
  
24 4,2 2,2 . .w(x, y) =w,| 140.401241.1612 cos4 “Joos2 2) (5.55)a a 2a 2a
From the above equation and Equation 5.50 the capacitance of a parallel plate
capacitor can be obtained by the surface integration over the diaphragm:
EEC= dd 5.56
J. mere, ?
where d is the gap between the twoelectrodes of the capacitor at zero pressure.
By substituting Equation 5.55 into the above equation, the following equationis
obtained:
 
EE
c= J.J, 2 4 y? * xy? +x my dd, (9.57)d—w{140.401 41.161 + JooJoos=
a
  
a a a
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b. Deflection of the Square Bossed Diaphragm
The cross-section of a bossed diaphragm is shownasfollows [Beeby, 2004]:
|'
| t
Z Z +
a4afb
Figure 5.21 A flat diaphragm with a central boss [Beeby, 2004].
  
    
The deflection in the centre of the bossed diaphragm under pressure P can be
expressed as [Beeby, 2004]:
 
4
w, = 42 ) (5.58)
where a;, is the half side length of the square diaphragm,b is half side length of
the boss, f is the thickness of the diaphragm, and A,is a stiffness coefficient
which dependson thesolidity ratio b/a:
3(1-v’) ‘* bb, %&A= 1-—--4—log 5.09P 16 a, Ay, . b ©99) 
After deflection under pressure, the rigid part of the diaphragmisstill parallel to
the fixed electrode. Therefore, the changed capacitance can be calculated from
Equation 5.50:
 (5.60)
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5.6.2.3. Dimensionsofthe Diaphragms
The sensor was assumed to be under no pressure when determining the
dimensions of the diaphragms. This means that the pressure inside the cavity
(formed by the two electrodes) is at atmospheric pressure. Both the flat
diaphragm and the bossed diaphragm are madeofsilicon and their cross-sections
are shownin Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22 Dimensionsofthe flat and bossedsilicon diaphragms.
5.6.2.4 Diaphragm Displacement
As the two diaphragms have relatively complex geometry, the deflections
under applied pressure are more readily determined bythefinite element method.
CoventorWare was used to simulate the displacement of the two diaphragms
when a pressure of 350mmHgis applied. Because of the symmetry of the
diaphragms, only one quarter of the diaphragms needsto be modelled in order to
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save the simulation time. The results are shown in Figure 5.23.
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Node Displacement 1.793383E00 6.S60096E-37
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Figure 5.23 Displacementofthe (a) bossed diaphragm;(b) flat diaphragm
under the maximum applied pressure of 350mmHg (0.047MPa).
It can be seen from the figure that the maximum displacement (Z direction)
occurs at the central point of each diaphragm. This value is 1.79um for the
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bossed diaphragm and 1.78um for the flat diaphragm. As discussed in Section
5.6.1, the gap between the twoelectrodes of Sensor | and Sensor wasset as 2um.
Hence the two moveable electrodes do not touch the fixed electrodes at the
maximum designed pressure (350mmHg). Figure 5.23 also reveals that the
deformation is more uniform in the central portion of the bossed diaphragm than
that in the flat diaphragm.
CoventorWare was also used to compare the linearity of the maximum
displacement of the bossed diaphragm and the flat diaphragm with applied
pressure from 0 to 350mmHgandthe result is shown in Figure 5.24. It can be
seen that the displacementin the central point of each diaphragm showsa high
degree of linearity. This is because the displacements are quite small compared
to the thicknesses of these diaphragms (the ratio of the displacement to
diaphragm thickness is 1:70 for the bossed diaphragm and 1:63 for the flat
diaphragm). In general, whenthis ratio is less than 30%, the displacement of a
diaphragm can be consideredaslinear [Beeby, 2004(1)].
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Figure 5.24 Comparison ofthe linearity of displacementfor the
bossed andflat diaphragmsat their central points.
5.6.3 Capacitance Change
The change of capacitance of the sensors’ capacitive components in response to
applied pressures can be found in Figure 5.25. Finite element method wasused to
carry out the simulation for Sensor 2 which hasthe flat diaphragm. The two
electrodes of Sensor | are assumedtobestill parallel with the applied pressures.
Therefore, the calculation of the capacitance changes was based on Equation
5.60.
It can be seen from the figure that the capacitance changes of each sensor in
response to applied pressure is nonlinear, especially when the pressure is over
250mmHg. The linearity of Sensor 1 is lower than Sensor 2 in terms of
capacitance changes.
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Figure 5.25 Capacitance change with applied pressure for Sensor 1 and Sensor2.
5.6.4 Frequency versus Capacitance
The shift of resonant frequency of each sensor in response to capacitance
changes was calculated from Equation 2.1. Figure 5.26 showsthe relationship
between the resonant frequency and the capacitance for Sensor 1 and Sensor 2.
The capacitance values in these figures were based on the applied pressure from
0 to 350mmHg. These results show that change of the capacitance for both
sensors are notlinear, whichistotally different from the maximum displacement
of these two diaphragms.
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Figure 5. 26 Frequency changein response to capacitance
changesfor (a) Sensor 1; (b) Sensor 2.
5.6.5 Frequency versus Pressure
The changes in resonant frequency of each sensor in response to pressure
changes in the range of 0-350mmHgare shownin Figure 5.27.It can be seen that
although the relationship between the resonant frequency and pressure for the
two sensors is nonlinear, they may be assumed to be linear over the range
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0-350mmHg. It is also notable that Sensor 1 has a higher pressure sensitivity
than Sensor 2. This is because the bossed diaphragm in Sensor 1 causes greater
capacitance changes with applied pressure. The sensitivity for Sensor 1 is
40.27kHz/mmHgand for Sensor2 is 34.95kHz/mmHg.
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Figure 5.27 Resonantfrequencyof Sensor 1 and Sensor 2 with applied pressure.
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Recommended Sensor Fabrication Process
This chapter suggests the fabrication processes of the two proposed LC resonant
type pressure sensors. In Section 6.1, two techniques for fabricating low
resistance micro-coils are reviewed. Section 6.2 describes the fabrication process
of the two coils of the proposed sensors. The fabrication processes ofthe flat and
the bossed diaphragms are recommendedin Section 6.3. Section 6.4 deals with
the wafer bonding processes of the micro-coils and the pressure sensing
diaphragmsusing silicon fusion bonding and anodic bonding technologies. An
experiment which measures the change ofresonant frequency of an LCcircuitis
described in Section 6.5. Section 6.6 presents a pilot study of wireless detection
technology and finally the estimated cost of the sensor based on the suggested
fabrication process is shown in Section 6.7.
6.1 Review of Fabrication Techniques for Low-Resistance Coil
As revealed in Chapter 5, planar spiral coil is the critical component in an LC
resonant type pressure sensor. In order to fabricate a high Q coil, substrate and
ohmiclosses of this coil must be minimised. For Sensor1, its coil is designed to
be built on a silicon substrate; the reduction of substrate loss can be achieved by
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adding thick insulating layer between the coil and the silicon substrate. As for
Sensor 2, its coil is constructed on Pyrex glass and the substrate loss is
negligible. To reduce the ohmic losses ofthe coils, one strategy is to build thick
metal tracks with high aspect ratio, which is the main challenge of the sensor
fabrication.
There is no standard procedure for fabricating micro-coil in MEMSindustry,
especially for coil with thick metal lines. From literature search, two techniques,
copper damascene and UV-LIGA havebeen used to fabricate low-resistance coils
[Wu, 2003; Guthrie et al., 2007; Sadler, 2001; Li et al., 2008]. These two
techniqueswill be reviewedbriefly in the following sections.
6.1.1 Copper Damascene
Copper damascenewasfirst developed by IBM for the fabrication of chip inter-
connect structures [Andricacos, 1998]. The key technique used in a copper
damasceneprocessis called ‘super-filling’. Due to surface topology,the electric
field in the copper plating bath is distributed non-uniformly. As a result, the
copper growthrate at the top surface of the substrate is higher than the rate in the
trenches, leading to voids in the final structures (Figure 6.1a). Even with
conformal electroplating, seams are frequently seen in the structure (Figure
6.1b). In order to enhancethe filling capability, levelling agents are addedto the
electrolyte to enable a higher copper growth rate in the trenches than that on the
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top surface and sharp corners (namely ‘super-filling’) [Chiu, 2000]. By using this
technique, void-free and seamless copper deposits can be obtained (see Figure
6.1c).
Early stages of plating Late stages of plating
 
 
 Superconformal(“superfilling”)
Figure 6.1 Typesofprofile by copper electroplating [Andricacos, 1998].
The use of copper damascene technique for the fabrication of a planarcoil is
demonstrated in Figure 6.2. This process starts with etching deep trenchesinto a
silicon wafer either by RIE or DRIE.The surface of these trenches and the wafer
is then oxidised to provide an insulation layer for the copper layer to be
deposited. This is followed by depositing a seed layer on the insulation layer by
an evaporation or sputtering process. This seed layer acts as an adhesive layer
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which bondsthesilicon substrate and the copperlayer. Subsequently, copper is
then grown in these trenches and on the top surface of the substrate by
electroplating. Finally, the excess copper layer is removed by a chemical-
mechanical polishing process.
1. Etching trenches in
silicon substrate
 
 
WOODOGDO
Figure 6.2 Copper damascenetechnique for planar micro-coil [Wu, 2003].
A limitation of copper damasceneis that it is typically used to produce metal
lines which are less than a few micrometers thick [Wu, 2003]. This is because
thick metallines will inevitably result in a thick excess metal layer on the wafer
surface and a lengthy polishing process is needed to remove this top copper
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layer.
6.1.2 LIGA
LIGA is the acronym of the German terms lithography (Lithographie),
electroforming (Galvanoformung) and moulding (Abformung). It is a
micromachining process for facilitating thick microstructures. Figure 6.3 shows
the fabrication steps of a planar micro-coil using this technique [Wu, 2003].
2. Deposition of metal
seed layer
3. Deposition of PMMAresist
and patterning
| occ oe] || 4. Copper electroplating
 
| ose] foes [| 5. Surface polishing
6. Removal ofphotoresist
7. Seed layer etching
Sion |) SiO, Na Copper PMMA
Figure 6.3 A LIGAprocessfor planar micro-coil fabrication [Wu, 2003].
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The process starts with the oxidisation of the surface of a silicon wafer, whichis
followed by depositing of a metal seed layer. A thick resist layer (usually
PMMA) is then spun onto the top surface. This resist layer is exposed to
synchrotron X-ray radiation through a mask (usually made of gold). The exposed
resist layer is then developed to form deep trenches (mould). An electroplating
process is followed to grow copper in these trenches. CMP is then used to
remove the copperover-plate. Finally, the mould and the exposed seed layer are
removedto release the microstructure.
The use of high energy X-ray sources (e.g., synchrotrons or linear accelerators)
in a LIGA process enables structures with near vertical sidewalls and aspect
ratios of more than 100:1 to be made. Structure with feature as thick as 2mm was
demonstrated successfully using this technique [Matteucci, 2006]. LIGA is
expensive because of the masks and the X-ray facilities used in this process.
However, with the help of thick photo-resists such as SU-8 or AZ9260, thick
microstructures can be formed and the high cost X-ray source is replaced by a
standard UV light, namely UV-LIGA[Judy, 2001].
6.2 Fabrication Processes of the Coils
Based on the copper damascene and LIGA techniques, two process chains were
selected for the fabrication of the coils of the proposed sensors. Figure 6.4 shows
the fabrication steps of the glass based square spiral coil.
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1. Pyrex 7740 glass substrate
2. Deposition of Ti/Cu
seed layer
3. Deposition and patterning
ofAZ9260 photoresist
4. Copper electroplating
5. Surface polishing
6. Removal ofphotoresist
7. Seed layer etching 
TYcuss EB EB copper QR229260
Figure 6.4 Fabrication steps of the glass based square spiralcoil.
First, a 15nm titanium (Ti) layer and a 100nm copper (Cu) layer are subsequently
sputteredon the surface of a Pyrex 7740 glass wafer, acting as the seed layers for
the electroplated copper layer. A 100um thick of AZ9260 photo-resist layer is
then spun onto the wafer. After the development and hard bake of the photo-
resist, the wafer is immersed into an acid copper electroplating bath, which
mainly contains copper sulphate (CuSO,), sulphuric acid (H2SOx4), hydrochloric
acid (HCl) and suppressor additives, to enable copper growing in these trenches.
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After the electroplating process, the wafer is placed on a polisher pad to remove
the excess copper deposits by CMP. The photo-resist is subsequently dissolved
and removedin acetone, isopropyl alcohol and deionised (DI) water. Finally, the
seed layers are etched in CuSO,+NH,OHsolution and HF for the Cu and Ti
respectively.
For the silicon based coil, the process starts from depositing a 2m thick SiO
layer by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD). A 2um thick
AZ9260 photo-resist layer is then spun onto the top surface of the silicon wafer.
The photo-resist is patterned and developed in order to etch the SiO. The etched
AZ9260 and SiO, layers act as an etch mask for DRIE. A DRIE processis
followed to etch trenches with depth of 30m. A second PECVD SiO,layer with
a thickness of 2m is deposited onto the surfaces of the trenches and the top
surface of the wafer as an insulation layer. Afterwards, a 15nm/100nm Ti/Cu
seed layer is sputtered. A CMPprocessis followed to remove thetop seed layer.
Then copperis electrodeposited in these trenches and finally the excess copper
on the top surface of the wafer is removed through CMP. Thefabrication process
chain is shownin Figure 6.5.
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1. Silicon substrate
bh . Deposition of SiO, layer
and AZ9260 photoresist
Lod _ Etching of trenches
to . Deposition of SiO,
insulation layer
. Deposition ofTi’Cu
seed layer
nN - Removal ofthe top seed
layer by CMP
7. Copper electroplating
8. Surface polishing by CMPATEEE
EI
 
BR Siticon FRB sio, 9) 425260I Copper I Ti
Figure 6.5 Fabrication processofthe silicon based planar coil.
6.3 Fabrication Processes of the Diaphragms
The fabrication of the pressure sensing diaphragms is accomplished through
anisotropic wet etching. Figure 6.6 showsthe fabrication process of the bossed
diaphragm. It begins with the oxidation of the front and back of a 300um thick
silicon wafer to grow two lum thick SiO) mask layers. A 4um thick AZ9260
photo-resist is spun onto the front side and back side of the wafer. The back of
the AZ9260 is patterned and developed as the etch mask of the underneath SiO
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layer. The wafer is then immersed in a HF solution to etch the SiO)layer. This is
followed by etching 2um silicon substrate in a TMAH anisotropic etchant. A
second 2um thick SiO» layer is thermally grown on the backside of the wafer.
This SiO; layer is then patterned and etched. The backside silicon is etched
anisotropically in TMAHwith the etch depth of 173um.It is followed by boron
doping is to makeit electrical conductive andfinally the SiO, layer is removed.
1. Silicon substrate:
 
2. Surface oxidation:
3. AZ9260 coating and
backside SiO, etching-
4. Backside Si etching:
5. Surface oxidation:
6. AZ9260 coating andbackside SiO, etching -
7. Backside Si etching:
8. Backside boron doping
9. Removal of SiO).
Si BB sio, PY) 429260 PP Boron dopant
Figure 6.6 Fabrication processofthe bossed diaphragm.
IT
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The fabrication steps of the flat diaphragm are quite similar to that of the bossed
diaphragm.The process is described as follows:
A 300um silicon wafer is thinned to 215ym through a mechanical polishing
process. The wafer is then oxidised on its both sides and the back SiO, is
patterned and etched in HF. Next, the wafer is immersed in a TMAHetchantto
etch the back side silicon with a depth of 102,m. Subsequently, the back side is
doped with boron andfinally the SiO» layer is etched. The fabrication process
chain is shownin Figure 6.7.
1. Silicon substrate:
 
2. Surface oxidation:
3. Backside SiO, etching:
4. Backside Si etching:
5. Backside boron doping
6. Removal of SiO,MH
si «ER Si,I 429260 BB Boron dopant
Figure 6.7 Fabrication processofthe flat diaphragm.
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6.4 Wafer Bonding
The final step is to bond these wafers together to form the sensor structures.
First, the two silicon wafers are bonded througha silicon fusion bonding process.
The silicon wafer, which has the flat diaphragmsonit, is polished on its surface
to achieve a high quality of flatness. It is then boiled in ammonia water to make
its surfaces hydrophilic.
Afterwards, this wafer is aligned and attached to the silicon wafer which is
embedded with the copper coil. The assembly is then heated to about 500°C to
strengthen the bond. The crosssection ofthis final structure can be seen in Figure
6.8a. The bonded structure of the silicon wafer and the glass wafer is shown in
Figure 6.8b. Anodic bonding technique is used to build this sensor structure. The
two wafers are attached together and are heated to a temperature of 350°C. A
1kV DCvoltage is connected to them through two electrodes and the wafers are
bonded togethertightly due to the strong electrostatic forces.
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Coil tracks
Bossed diaphragm
Silicon substrate
 
a Coil trackspace)Fo diptnoznOSGSaRE ane ea
. y Glass substrate
b
BEM Siicon RW sic,
BE Titanium PP) Boron BBB Copper
Figure 6.8 Cross-sectional viewsofthe bondedstructures.(a) silicon wafer
Glass
 
with the bossedsilicon diaphragm andthe silicon wafer with the embeddedcoil;
(b) silicon wafer with the flat diaphragm and the glass wafer with the coil on.
6.5 Experiment for Detecting Resonant Frequency
6.5.1 Purpose
Due to laboratory and resource constraints, the fabrication and test of the two
proposed pressure sensors were outside the remit of this investigation. However,
in order to verify the feasibility of the sensor operating principle, an experiment
wascarried out to measure the changes of resonant frequency of an LC circuit in
response to the capacitance changesof its capacitor.
6.5.2 Method and result
A copper wire was woundonto a cylindrical object to form a solenoid coil. It was
then connected to a capacitance variable capacitor to form an LC resonant
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circuit. The capacitance range of this capacitor was from 0 to 50pF. This LC
circuit was connected to a Network Analyzer (HP 8753) using a coaxial cable.
Figure 6.9 shows the measurement configuration, including the LC circuit and
the network analyzer.
 
    
  NetworkAnalyzer    
 
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9 The measurementof the resonant frequencyofa LCcircuit: (a)
measurementconfiguration; (b) test equipment.
Network analyzers are frequently employed to measure the scattering parameters
(S-parameters) of two-port high-frequencyelectrical circuits. S-parameters are
subsequently used to analyse the network properties such as the resistance,
capacitance, inductance and resonant frequency of the circuit. The measured
resistance and inductance ofthe solenoid are 0.5Q and 7.55uH,respectively. The
capacitance of the capacitor was adjusted to values from S5pF to 40pF with an
increment of 5pF. The resonant frequencies of this circuit at different
capacitances were then detected according to the changes of Return Loss S-
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parameter (S7;). Figure 6.10 shows the changeof S$), at different frequencies and
the resonant frequency is about 26.25MHz where the Return Loss S7) 1s at its
lowest. The relationship of the measured resonant frequencies and the
capacitances ofthe capacitive componentofthe circuit is shown in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.10 Thedetection of resonant frequency of an LC circuit based on S11.
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Figure 6.11 Measured resonant frequencies with
capacitance changesofits capacitive component.
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6.5.3. Discussion
It was intended to use this experiment to prove that an LC circuit has a resonant
frequency and this frequency changes with the variation of the capacitanceofits
capacitor. Figure 6.10 and 6.11 show clearly that the resonant frequency of an LC
circuit can be measured using a network analyzer and it varies with the
capacitance change. Comparing these results to that which are shown in Figure
5.26, it can be seen that they agree quite well and the frequency change is
nonlinear in response to capacitance changes. This nonlinearity can be explained
from Equation 2.1 which defines the relationship between the resonant frequency
and its capacitance of an LC resonantcircuit.
Initially, the construction of the coil was considered to use the metallic structure
on stent-graft to form a solenoid. The advantage of this configuration is that a
coil with large inductance and low resistance can be realised and therefore the
detectable distance between the embedded sensor and outside detecting device
can be maximised. However,it was found that the inductance of the coil changed
slightly during the measurement. This is because that the two ends ofthis coil
were not fixed and they changed their positions when the capacitance of the
capacitor was adjusted during the experiment. This implies that the idea of fixing
a flexible coil on the outside lumenof the stent-graft used for an AAA patient is
impractical, because the inductanceofthis coil would be affected by therelative
position of each turn dueto the movementofthe bloodflow andthe body.
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6.6 A Pilot Study of Wireless Detection Technology
Currently, the author is working as a research assistant and is responsible for
developing a wireless force transducer used to measure the axial transmission
force and torque exerted on a guide wire or catheter during a medical
interventional procedure. The transducer is based on the same principle as the
pressure sensor designed for this PhD thesis. In order to investigate the most
effective and practical detection system for activating the transducer and
receiving signals emitted from it, a pilot study was carried out in collaboration
with Dr. Z. M. Huang at the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Electronics, University of Liverpool in July 2008. This system comprises of a
network analyzer, a computer and a single loop antenna (Figure 6.12).
Computer
Network Analyzer  
P
a
r
a
 
 
Coaxial Loop Anienna
Cable Li D3 
Cy C2
Figure 6.12 A system for wireless detection
of the resonant frequencies of two LC circuits
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The network analyzer was used to generate a magnetic field through the loop
antenna which stimulates the two LC resonant circuits. It was also used to
measure the Return Loss S); of the system in order to determine the resonant
frequencies of the two circuits. The computer was usedto accurately capture the
peak value of S;; The two circuits consist of two capacitors and two solenoid
coils with diameters of 20mm and have resonant frequencies of 283MHz and
45MHz, approximately. By optimising the size of the reader antenna a maximum
detectable distance of 8cm wasachieved (Figure 6.13).
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Figure 6.13 The effect of different size of reader antennas to the resonant
frequency of an LC circuit placed 8cm awayfrom the reader antenna.
This study showsclearly that the wireless detection of a passive LC type sensor
is feasible. However, the maximum detectable distance of this system only
reaches 8cm which maynotbe sufficient for an implantable pressure sensor even
if there is not absorption of the RF wavebythe body.In addition, the coil size in
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the designed pressure sensor is significantly smaller than the coils used in this
pilot study. And the alignmentof the coil of the embedded pressure sensor with
the antenna of the detecting system would be more difficult. Therefore, further
studies are needed in order to apply this detection technique for measuring the
resonant frequencyofthe implantable pressure sensor. Future research efforts are
required to optimise the geometry of the antenna and improvethesensitivity of
the detection system to increase the detectable distance.
6.7 Cost Evaluation
In Sections 6.2 to 6.4 it were shown what the preferred fabrication processes
should be used for the proposed sensor. Currently no facilities are available at the
University of Liverpool and therefore the manufacture of the sensor should be
carried out commercially. Several MEMS companies have been approached in
orderto obtain estimates ofthe cost of fabrication. Two companies, SemeFab and
Inex provided quotations ranged from £40,000 to £70,000. Clearly the cost of
fabrication is likely to be very substantial and these will have to be taken into
account in further extension ofthis project.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
This chapter summarises the research results and gives some suggestions for
future work.
7.1 Summary
This thesis presents the design and fabrication of a wireless pressure sensor for
the detection of the pressure inside an aneurysm sac after an endovascular repair.
Chapter 1 introduced ‘open surgical repair’ and ‘endovascular aneurysm repair
(EVAR)’, two treatment methods currently used for abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA)repair. As the standard and well-proven procedure for AAAtreatment,
open surgical repair method has been widely used across the world since 1950s.
Patients undergone this procedure do not need regular postoperative follow-up.
However, this procedure is frequently associated with complications andit is not
suitable for some high-risk patients. EVARis an alternative for AAA treatment.It
is less invasive and complications can be significantly reduced. The major
problems associated with this procedure are stent-graft migration, failure and
endoleaks. Therefore, lifetime surveillance after the treatment is needed.
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Currently, the main follow-up surveillance techniques after EVAR include
computerised tomographic (CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
But both of these techniques have limitations. For example, CT exposes the
patient to irradiation and it involves the use of large volumes of nephrotoxic
contrast agent; while MRI is a very expensive and time consuming procedure.
These limitations led to the requirement of a non-invasive and cost efficient
wireless pressure sensor to be developed.
In Chapter 2, wireless power supply methods for a medical implant were first
reviewed. Power sources such as light, battery, mechanical vibration and
magnetic field were discussed. The use of mechanical vibration, battery orlight
to provide energy for the proposed sensor is impractical. Because the sensoris
supposed to be implanted inside the aneurysm sac whichis optically opaque and
no light source is available for generating power. It is also expected to remain in
operation for a considerable period of time. As the space for implanting the
sensor is limited, no such small size batteries are available at present to operate
for a sufficiently long period inside the body. Power generated outside the body
through mechanical vibrations or movements needsto be transferred wirelessly
into the body. Still, technology for making an implantable, miniature kinetic
energy generator is also immature. Different types of wireless pressure sensors
which have the potential for the monitoring of intra-aneurysm sac pressures in
the patients undergoing endovascular repair were introduced. These include
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inductor-capacitor (LC) resonant frequency sensors, magnetoelastic thick-film
sensors and passive surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors. LC type wireless
sensors have been explored extensively for medical implantation purposes.
However, parasitic effects including parasitic resistance and parasitic capacitance
are the main concern for developing this type of sensor as they have significantly
side effects on sensor sensitivity and energy transmission efficiency.
Magnetoelastic thick-film sensors are structural simple and are capable of
measuring multiple physical quantities, their sensitivities need to be improved.
Passive SAW sensors are attractive to sensing community due to their high
performance, small size and good reproducibility. A problem is the SAW
propagation path can be affected by different environmental parameters. In
addition, MEMStechnology andits future market were also introduced. MEMS
technology is widely used for a variety of applications. MEMSdevices are more
reliable and offer higher performanceovertraditional products. It is expected that
the market for MEMS will reach £47.5 billion by 2010. Finally, some
microfabrication techniques including anisotropic etching, electroplating, deep
reactive ion etching, thick-resist moulding, silicon fusion bonding, anodic
bonding, chemical mechanical polishing, evaporation and sputtering were
reviewed. These techniques were used to fabricate the proposed sensors and the
fabrication processes were shown in Chapter6.
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The use of thick-film magnetoelastic material for the wireless pressure sensor
was presented in Chapter 3. A sensor array made of ribbon-like ferromagnetic
alloy was fabricated and tested. Result shown that although magnetoelstic
thick-film pressure sensor has the advantage of simplicity in its structure, it has
low pressure sensitivity and the measurement can be easily affected by
environmental noises. In order to detect the change of resonant frequency ofthe
sensor, analytical instrument with much higherresolution than current device is
needed.
In Chapter 4, the features of three MEMS product design software packages:
CoventorWare,IntelliSuite and MEMSPro were introduced and compared. Both
IntelliSuite and CoventorWare originated from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) in the 1990s and therefore they have similar structures and
functions of their modules. They all have material property databases, built-in
design and simulation tools for creating fabrication process flow, mask layouts
and 3D models as well as performing fabrication process check and simulation,
physical-level and system-level simulation. However, during these years they
have also developed their unique features. For example, CoventorWare has a
module ‘SEMulator3D’ for helping designers to localise and classify faults and
defects. IntelliSuite has a module to estimate the overall cost of the designed
product and it has extendedits application to NEMS. MEMSProwasdeveloped
in Tanner Research, a company specialising in microelectronics design. As a
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result, it has the advantage of integration with electronic design automation
(EDA) tools. MEMSPro is built on top of several EDA design tools such as
L-Edit, S-Edit, W-Edit, T-Spice, and LVS etc. These tools are widely used in the
electronics industry. This feature considerably brings down the license fee and
makesit quite easy to learn for those EDAtoolusers.
The investigation of LC type pressure sensor was presented in Chapter 5. Two
sensors were designed which usesilicon and glass as the substrate materials and
flat and central bossed diaphragmsas the pressure sensing elements.In order to
optimise the sensor performance, different types of coil layouts including loop
coil, meandercoil, solenoid coil, polygon spiral coils, circular spiral coil, single
layer spiral coil and multi-layer spiral coil, were introduced and compared.
Result shows that a single layer square spiral coil is more suitable for the
inductive component of the LC resonant circuit because of the feature of MEMS
fabrication process as well as the requirementfrom the sensordelivery procedure.
Three methods for calculating the self inductance of planar spiral coils were
introduced and were used to estimate the inductance of the designed squarespiral
coil. Results from these methods show a high degree of agreement. Among them,
‘Approximation Forms’ method is seadily to use but is restricted to inductors
with simple and regular shapes. ‘Greenhouse’ method can be used for spiral
rectangular coils. For coils with complex and irregular shapes the ‘Finite
Element’ method has to be used. Finally, the expected resonant frequency
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changes of these two sensors in response to applied pressures were predicted.
Result revealed that both sensors show relatively linear response to pressure
changesand sensor with bossed diaphragm hashighersensitivity.
Chapter 6 recommendedthe fabrication processes of these two LC type pressure
sensors. Deep reactive ion etching technique and AZ9260 thick-photoresist were
chosen to form the moulds for the microcoils of the sensors. In order to acquire
void-free copper tracks and to minimise the resistive losses, features of “Copper
Damascene’ and ‘LIGA’ techniques were combined into the coils’ fabrication
processes. Anisotropic wet silicon etching method was used to fabricate the
pressure sensing diaphragmsand thefinal sensor structures were formed using
silicon fusion bonding and anodic bonding techniques. At the end ofthe chapter,
two detection methods, direct and wireless measurement, were performed to
demonstrate the feasibility of the sensor operating principle. The result from the
wireless detection method shows a maximum distance of 8cm in the air was
achieved between the sensor and the reader. It was concluded that this distance
may notbesufficient for implantation applications and other techniques need to
be used to improve the reader system.
7.2 Research Contributions
The major contributions ofthis research can be concluded as follows:
@ A thick-film magnetoelastic pressure sensor array was developed
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successfully. The expected resonant frequency response of this sensor array
wascalculated.
The features and design flows of three leading MEMS design tools
CoventorWare, IntelliSuite and MEMSPro were presented and compared in
this research. Although the comparison of the first two software packages
can be found inliterature, it the first time to compare all these three in one
research. Result shows that CoventorWare is the most used MEMSdesign
tool among universities and industry. IntelliSuite has similar structures and
functions as CoventorWare because they have the same origin. MEMSProis
easy to learn and this is particularly true for those EDA tool users. This
provides useful information for MEMSdesigners especially for beginners
when choosing an appropriate tool for their product design.
Two LC resonant type wireless pressure sensor were proposed. Althoughthis
kind of pressure sensor for medical implants was investigated by a number
of researchers, design techniques and considerations were rarely mentioned
in their reports. In this research, the whole design process and considerations
associated with this process are presented. The dimensions of the coils of
these two sensors were optimised in order to achieve a maximum detectable
distance between the sensorandthe reader.
The effect of different types of diaphragms on the performance of an LC
pressure sensor was compared in this research. Results show that the
linearity of capacitance change in a sensor with a bossed diaphragm or a
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sensor with a flat diaphragm is relatively poor. However, it was shown that
the relationship between resonant frequency change of the sensor and the
applied pressure may be assumedto belinear. This result can be used as a
rule of thumb when design high sensitive LC pressure sensors.
The Matlab programme developed in this research can be readily used to
calculate the inductance of a rectangular spiral coil. It can be also used to
assess the simulation result from CAD tool. However, users should bear in
mindthat this programmeis not applicable for other shapes of polygon spiral
coils such as pentagon or hexagon spiral coils. This is because any two
adjacent conductor segments in these typesof coils are not perpendicular and
therefore the mutual inductance between these segments needs to be
considered.
7.3 Future Work
Four recommendationsare proposed to extend the current investigation:
Firstly, the use of magnetoelastic material for pressure sensing can be further
explored. Although the idea of employing a thick-film magnetoelastic sensor for
detecting the AAA sac pressure was abandoned due to the low pressure
sensitivity of this sensor and the limited facilities in the laboratory, it is still
possible to use magnetoelastic material to detect the pressure in a repaired AAA.
Figure 7.1 suggests an alarm device which consists of a small piece made of
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thick-film magnetoelastic material and is mounted on a plastic base.It is placed
in a cavity whichis sealed by a pressure sensitive diaphragm. This device can be
delivered into an aneurysm sac during the endovascular repair. A magnetic field
is generated to make the magnetoelastic part mechanically vibrate at a certain
frequency.If the blood pressure inside the sac increases due to endoleaksor other
causes, the diaphragm will move downwards and eventually touch the
magnetoelastic piece at a specific pressure value. Then the vibration will be
stopped and this change can be detected by using a microphone. Bysetting the
distance between the diaphragm and the magnetoelastic part to a proper value,
high pressure inside the repaired aneurysm sac can be alarmedin time.
diaphragm magnetoelastic ribbon
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1 An alarm device for detecting endoleaks
Secondly, the outside shape of the two LC sensors should be optimised for the
delivery. In order to protect the sensor and also the environment in which the
sensor is deployed, it should be encapsulated with soft and biocompatible
material such as soft silicone (polydimethylsiloxane). As the proposed sensor
was designed to be delivered into an aneurysm sac with the same processas the
deployment ofthe stent-graft or immediately after the deployment, this requires
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that the sensor is provided with fixation means to the stent-graft or to the
appropriate delivery system. The delivery of the sensor was beyond the scope of
this project.
Thirdly, the two LC resonant type pressure sensors can be fabricated and the
wireless interrogation and detection device can be set up in future work. Testing
of the sensors should include environment-related effects such as temperature,
liquid viscosity, distance and angular position of the sensor coil and the
interrogation system coil on the sensor performance.
Last but not least the wireless detection method needs to be further explored. As
concluded in Chapter 6, the detectable distance of the wireless detection device
used in the pilot study may not besufficient for this pressure sensor application.
In addition, this distance wasalso largely affected by the alignment between the
coils of the sensor and antenna of the readout device. Therefore, the
improvementofthe detection device would be necessary.
Previous clinical measurements of pressure in patients after endovascular aortic
aneurysm repair have shown that pressure in the aneurysm sac is not uniformly
distributed [Dias et al., 2007]. Therefore, a single pressure measurement at one
point in the aneurysm maynotprovide a reliable account ofthe actual pressure to
which the aneurysm is subjected. It would be advantageous if a multi-sensor
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array could be developed which employs the same LC resonantprinciple and can
measurepressurein different parts of the aneurysm sac. The resonant frequencies
of the individual sensors of the array would have to be sufficiently far apart so
that the interference does no affect the measurement.
Althoughthe sensoris designed for measuring AAAsacpressure after an EVAR,
it can be used for other applications in the body. For example, the continuous
tracking of intracranial pressure for some patients with neurological diseasesis
necessary. A traditional pressure measuring method is to drill a hole in the skull
of the patient and a pressure sensor is inserted into the skull to acquire the
pressure information. The sensor needsto be fixed onto the skull and connected
to an electrical reading device. This poses a potential safety hazard for the patient.
Wireless sensing of the intracranial pressure would be far more advantageous and
the proposed sensoris ideal for this purpose.
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Appendix A
Inductance Calculation of Square Spiral Coils
%%%%%% This programme is written for the calculation of the
inductance of a square spiral coil using Greenhouse Theory.
clear all;
format short
D1=0.503; % the side length of the square coil, its unit is cm
D2=0.503; % the side length of ‘the square coil, its unit is cm
b=30e-4; % b is the wire width, the unit is cm, equal to 30um
h=30e-4; $ h is the height of the wire, the unit is cm, equal
to30um
x1=10e-4; % xl is the distance between two adjacent turns, the
unit is cm, equal to 10um
p=x1+b; % p is the pitch
N=46; % N is the number of turns;
L(1)=D1-b; % the unit is cm
L(2)=D2-b; %* the unit is cm
LO=0; % the total inductance of the straight segments, unit
is microhenry
Mnf=0; % Mnf is the negative mutual inductance; the unit is
nanoHenry
Mpf=0; % Mpf is the positive mutual inductance; the unit is
nanoHenry
SYPLLSAVYL SFL SLY LLY SFY LSLY LLL LL ELELELEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEETEEEETEEEEEE
%%%% the calculation of the track length
for 1=3:4*N
L(i)=L(i-2) -p;
End
SLPPVYA°YAIYS LYS IY SLY L SLY S SILL LLL YELLE ELEEESEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEETES
222% the calculation of the inductance of straight lines
%%%%% the unit of h,b,L(j) should be in centimetre
$%%%% Lz is the straight segment inductance
$%%%% the unit of Lz and LO are in microHenry
for i=1:4*N
Lz=0.002*L (i) * (log (2*L (i) / (b+h) )+0.50049+(b+h) / (3*L(i)));
LO=L0+L2;
end
SSSALYYLLLLYYLLYYLESSSSELLLL SI LELEEEEESEEESEEEEEEEEEEEESETEEEEEES
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$%%% the calculation of the negative mutual inductance
for i=1:4*N
for j=(i+1) :4*N
if mod(j-1i,4) ==2 % lines which are at opposite.
the mutual inductance is negative;
dl=L(i+1) -p*(j-i-2)/4; % dl is the distance between two
segments;
Lk=L (J) ;
Lp=p* ((j-i+2) /4-1);
Lq=p* (j-i+2)/4;
Lkp=Lk+Lp;
Lkq=Lk+Lq;
if Lkp==
Fkp=0;
else
Fkp=log (Lkp/d1+ (1+ (Lkp/d1) *2)*0.5) -
(1+ (d1/Lkp) *2) *0.5+d1/Lkp;
end
if Lkq==0
Fkq=0;
else
Fkq=log (Lkq/d1+ (1+ (Lkq/d1) *2)*0.5) -
(1+ (d1/Lkq) *2) *0.5+d1/Lkq;
end
if Lp==
Fp=0;
else
Fp=log (Lp/di1+ (1+ (Lp/d1) *2) *0.5) - (1+ (d1/Lp) *2)*0.5+d1/Lp;
end
if Lq==
Fq=0;
else
Fq=log (Lq/d1+ (1+ (Lq/d1) *2) *0.5) - (1+ (d1/Lq) *2) *0.5+d1/Lq;
end
Mkp=2*Lkp*Fkp;
Mkq=2*Lkq*Fkq;
Mp=2*Lp*Fp;
Mq=2*Lq*Fq;
Mn=0.5* ( (Mkp+Mkq) - (Mp+Mq)); % Mn is the negative mutual
inductance between two
segments;
Mnf=Mnf+Mn; % Mnf is the total mutual
inductance of the coil;
end
SETELEELEEELELELEEEEEEEEEEEESEESEESEEEEEEEESEEEEEESEEEESEEEEEEEEEES
%%%% the calculation of the positive mutual inductance
if mod(j-i,4)==0 % lines at the same side, the mutual
inductance is positive;
d2=p* (j-i)/4; % d2 is the distance between two segments;
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Lk2=L(j);
Lp2=p* (j-i) /4;
Lkp2=Lk2+Lp2;
if Lkp2==
Fkp2=0;
else
Fkp2=log (Lkp2/d2+ (1+ (Lkp2/d2) *2)*0.5) -
(1+ (d2/Lkp2) *2) *0.5+d2/Lkp2;
end
if Lp2==
Fp2=0;
else
Fp2=log (Lp2/d2+ (1+ (Lp2/d2) *2)*0.5) -
(1+ (d2/Lp2) *2)*0.5+d2/Lp2;
end
Mkp2=2*Lkp2*Fkp2;
Mp2=2*Lp2*Fp2;
Mpositive=Mkp2-Mp2; % Mpositive is the positive mutual
inductance between two segments;
Mpf=Mpf+Mpositive;
end
end
end
LO % total inductance of the straight
segements
Mnf % total negative mutual inductance of
the coil,unit is nanoHenry
Mpf % total positive mutual inductance of
the coil,unit is nanoHenry
Ltotal=L0+2* (-Mnf+Mpf) *le-3 % total inductance of the coil
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